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- Preface -
  Solving the Schrodinger equation (SE) and Dirac-Coulomb equation (DCE) is a
central theme oftheoretical chemistry because of its scientific and practical importance.
On the other side, in a complicated system like biological system, a discovery ofthe
role of the essential quantum mechanical principle becomes also a main theme and its
prediction is important contribution ofquantum chemistry.
  Recently, Nakatsuji proposed the general method of solving the Schrbdinger equation
and established Iterative Configuration or Complements Interaction (ICI) method for
obtaining the exact wave functions. Therefore, solving the SE became not a dream but
realistic. However, for practical applications ofthe ICI theory, some formulations and
extending theory are necessary especially for many electron systems. Moreover, for the
systems including heavy elements, the relativistic effects are rather dominant and
therefore extending the ICI theory to the relativistic case is also important. So, the
purposes of this thesis are to develop the ICI method for the practical applications to
many electron systems and to solve the relativistic DCE. Further, the applications ofthe
present theory to the systems in a magnetic field are performed with both the
non-relativistic and relativistic calculations. These systems are interesting from several
scientific fields but they are difficult to solve on high precision. These studies are
discussed in part I (chapter 1 to 3) ofthis thesis.
  The other purpose of this thesis is to elucidate the reversible 02 binding mechanism
of heme. Heme is an active site of hemoglobin and myoglobin, which play
indispensable roles in living body on the transport and storage of 02. Several
experimental and theoretical studies are found but there is no study for totally
understanding this mechanism. In this thesis, theoretical studies are performed for this
purpose and we found an important role of the quantum mechanical principles behind
the reversible 02 binding mechanism. Based on this study, the 02 binding mechanisms
of the isomers of heme are further investigated, They are important as designing the
functional proteins. Theoretical predictions are in good agreement with the experimental
results. These studies are described in part H (chapter 4, 5).
  In chapter l, the theories of the ICI method are briefiy introduced and formulated for
many electron systems, and the application to a few--electron atomic systems (from two-
to five-electron atoms) has been performed. The formulation given for many electron
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systems is general and there is no obstacle to apply the ICI method to these systems. For
the application of the two-electron atom (He), the ICI method could achieve the
variational energy ofincredible high precision. Even for the three-to-five electron atoms
(Li to B), very satisfactory results were accomplished.
  In chapter 2, the present ICI theories were extended to the relativistic case and a
general method of exactly solving the Dirac-Coulomb equation has been proposed for
atoms and molecules. For solving the relativistic DCE, an obstacle that often appears in
the relativistic field is the so-called variational collapse. Since the lowest electronic state
ofthe DCE is not the lowest state ofthis equation, the so--called Ritz-type property does
not hold. A method to recover Ritz-type property, the inverse Hamiltonian was
introduced. Another method of avoiding the variational collapse is to ensure balancing
condition on the basis functions. In the ICI formalism, this balancing is automatically
done, and we call it ICI balance. The results of the test applications were satisfactory
enough to show a high potentiality ofthe ICI method also for the relativistic case.
  Chapter 3 describes the application of the ICI method to the hydrogen and helium
atoms in a strong magnetic field with both the non-relativistic and relativistic
calculations. Such systems are physically interesting from several scientific fields:
astrophysics, chaotic field, condensed matter physics and so on, for example, strong
magnetic fields exist on the surface of the white dwarf and neutron stars and the
spectroscopic studies are very important for studying what atoms exist there. However
they are difficult to be caiculated because the systems are extremely distorted by a
strong magnetic field and easily cause numerical instability. However, the ICI method
showed excellent performance even for these systems and very high precision could be
accomplished for both the ground and excited states with both the non-relativistic and
relativistic calculations. For the helium atom, this thesis is a first accurate relativistic
calculation with explicitly correlated type functions.
  In chapter 4, the electronic mechanisms of the reversible 02 binding by heme were
studied. The two-dimensional potential energy surfaces for triplet and singlet states
were investigated. Since the ground state ofthe 02 + deoxyheme is triplet and that of
oxyheme is singlet, 02 binding process requires relativistic spin-orbit interaction to
accomplish the intersystem crossing from triplet to singiet states. The moderate and
reversible 02 binding can be accomplished by this crossing. As a result, the spin state
(comes from quantum mechanics) and the spin•-orbit interaction (comes from relativistic
ii
theories) are governing principles for the reversible 02 binding mechanism ofheme.
  In chapter 5, the 02 binding mechanisms were investigated further in the
Fe-porphyrin (FePor) isomers: Fe-porphycene (FePc) and Fe-corrphycene (FeCor)
complexes. The modified proteins, where heme is replaced with these complexes, are
important for designing the functional proteins. The experimental studies show that the
dramatic increase of the 02 affinity is shown in FePc complex and the decrease in
FeCor complex. From theoretical studies of this thesis, it was clear that FePc-02
complex used only singlet surface without crossing of triplet and singiet surfaces,
different from the cases ofFePor and FeCor. This is a reason why the high 02 affinity is
shown in FePc complex, Estimated equilibrium constants for the 02 binding reasonably
reproduced the trends in the experimental results. It is confirmed that the theoretical
predictions give $atisfactory results and useful for designing the functional molecules,
iii
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Solving Schr6dinger and Dirac-Coulomb Equations of
 Small Atoms and Molecules with the ICI Formalism
1
Chapter 1
ICI Calculations ofthe Exact Wave Functions efa
                  Few-Electron Atoms
Abstract:
  The ICI method of solving the exact wave function for atoms and molecules is
formulated for many electron systems. Some necessary and usefu1 formulation is
derived especially for the spin-free Hamiltonian by using the symmetries. In the ICI
formalism, only totally symmetric operators generate the wave function, therefore, the
wave function preserves its symmetries from an appropriate initial function, hence
symmetry-adopted. For more than two-electron systems, although wave function is
inseparable in spatial and spin parts on satisfied the Pauli principle, the ICI method can
be performed without any difficulty. For the spin-free Hamiltonian, the more simplified
formulation is possible. Test applications for a few electron atoms were almost
satisfactory and the ICI method also has a high potentiality for many electron systems.
3
1. Introduction
  As noted by Dirac in 1929,i the Schrodinger equation (SE) for atoms and molecules,
                               Hv=Evt (1.1)
                       H--SZAi -; {i/-+;.,t (i •2)
is a major quantum principle governing chemistry. So, establishing a general method of
exactly solving the SE is a dream of theoretical chemists. In the SE, the exact wave
function ur is determined by the Hamiltonian H , so that the exact tLr may be written
as a functional of H applied to some appropriate function v, as
                              ux-f(H)v, (1.3)
Recently, Nakatsuji has studied the structure ofthe exact wave function - i.e., a possible
functional form of f(H), and he proposed the iterative configuration or complement
interaction (ICI) method and the simplest extreme coupled cluster (SECC) method as
methods ofconstructing the exact wave function.2'5 Generally, when f is expanded in
a Maclaurin series of H, it would include higher powers of H, but the integrals ofthe
higher powers of H over approximate wave functions do not exist - i.e., diverge
because of the singularity of the Coulomb potentials included in the Hamiltonian.4'5
Thus, the singularity diffTiculty commonly occurs in the method of analytically solving
the SE of atoms and molecules. He also proposed two methods of solving the
singularity problem - i.e., by introducing the inverse SchrOdinger equation (ISE) and
the scaled Schrodinger equation (SSE).3'5 Between the two, the latter method was
simpler and more general than the former. Combined with the ICI method, it opened a
new field of calculating the exact wave functions of atoms and molecules in an
analytical expansion form. We have applied the method successfu11y to hydrogen,
Hooke's and helium atom and hydrogen moleculeJ these calculations have given a basis
to confum the high potentiality ofthe ICI method.46
  The purpose of this thesis ls to extend our theory for many eiectron systems and to
perform test applications to a few-electron atomic systems. For many electron systems,
in general, the spatial and spin parts of wave function are inseparable each other on
satisfied the Pauli principle for Fermion systems. Therefore, we must treat both spatial
and spin coordinates explicitly. This is a different point from one- or two-electron
systems. As shown in Eq. (1.3), the ICI method is based on the theory ofthe structure of
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the exact wave function, which is expressed as a functional of the totally symmetric
operator H. Therefore, the ICI method does not change any symrnetry of the wave
function from an appropriate initial function gLt, . This indicates that the ICI method is
symmetry-adopted and there is no difficulty from spin functions and the Pauli principle.
Especially for the spin-free Hamiltonian, the spin part of wave function is not
influenced on H, which makes formulation simple. In Sec. 2, we introduce the ICI
method briefiy and explain in details the general method to extend the present method
for many electron systems.
  Test applications to a few-electron atoms are performed: helium, lithium, beryllium
and boron - i.e., from two- to five-electron atoms. The test calculations of helium atom
are also shown in the previous papers.4'5 In this thesis, further calculations are
performed to confirm our method can achieve any accuracy results as the iteration
proceeds, and detailed computational aspects are also described. By the test calculations
of lithium, bery11ium and boron atoms, we examine how the ICI method does work for
many electron systems. The general formulation to calculate atomic systems is also
shown, In Sec. 3, we summarize the computations and mathematics necessary for the
present study. In Sec. 4, the results of these calculations are discussed and compared
with the existing accurate wave functions in the field of explicitly correiated wave
functions. The conclusion is remarked in Sec. 5.
2. Theory
2.1 The general formalism ef the ICI method to solve the Schr6dinger equation
  In the previous papers,2-5 the details ofthe ICI method have been reported. Here, we
briefly summarize them.
  First, we prepare some equivalent principles and formulas to the SE. One is the
variational principle for the wave function v, written as
                          ÅqvlH-ElsurÅr-o a.4)
This is a stationary principle for calculating the best possible gLt. i4trtother one is the
H-square equation. It is also equivalent to the SE, written as
                          (vl(H-E)21vÅr =o (i.s)
Then, Nakatsuji proposed the simplest ICI wave function (SICI) by the recurrence
formula,
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                        Vn+i=[1+Cn (H-En )] ur. (1•6)
where n' is iteration number and C is a variational parameter. After applied the
variational principle to ur.,,, the SICI gives the exact wave function at convergence
because we get the H-square equation at convergence.
  However, for general atoms and molecules, since Hamiltonian includes the singular
Coulomb potentials, the wave function y.., from Eq. (l,6) may include diverging
parts. To avoid singular problems, Nakatsuji introduced the scaled SchrOdinger equation
(SSE),
                             g(H-E) ur -O (1.7)
where g is a positive scalar function, becomes zero only at the singular points r, of
the potential V and should be defined as totally symmetric. Even at the singular point
r,, we impose the following condition not to eliminate the information of the
Hamiltonian at the singular point,
                               lim gV #O (1 8)
                               1'o -ÅrO
The H•-square equation for the SSE is also defined as follows and this is also equivalent
to the SE,
                        (vi(H-E)g(H-E")l vÅr -O (i.9)
We also redefine our simplest ICI wave function (SICI) based on the SSE,
                        Vtn ,i =[1+Cng(H-E. )] ur, (1•10)
Applied the variatioRal principle, the SICI wave function for the SSE also gives the
exact wave function at convergence, because we get the H-square equation for the SSE
at convergence. Moreover, we can avoid singular problems, To expect better
performance, the free ICI method is introduced. In the free ICI, we take all the
independent functions {Åë,}(") from the ICI wave function and give independent
variational parameters to all {ip, }(n) ,
                                    all
                              V'n+i =2Ci{Pr (1.11)
                                    i
This free ICI calculation should converge faster than the SICI from the variational point
ofview.
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2.2 The symmetries of the ICI wave functien for many electron systems
  Next, we introduce some useful formulas from the symmetries to apply the ICI theory
to many electron systems. For the non-relativistic Hamiltonian, spin coordinates must
be considered together with spatial coordinates and the Pauli principle must be satisfied
because electron is a Fermion particle. As shown in Sec. 2.1, the ICI wave function is
generated by only totally symmetric operators - i.e., the Hamiltonian H, g function
and some scalar functions, therefore, the generated wave function preserves its
symmetries same as an given initial function gLf, . Therefore, it is necessary to choose
the ifiitial function ur, with the same symmetry as the state we want to calculate.
  First, we must consider the symmetry of the permutation group related to the Pauli
principle. Since electron is a Fermion panicle, an electronic wave function has to be
anti-symmetrized to any exchange of electrons. We define the anti-symmetrizer by
                         A= di7ii.l)., (-1)Pi iPi (1.l2)
where N is the number of electrons, P, is the permutation operator and p, is its
parity. To an arbitral wave function W, the anti--symmetrized wave function vt=Ail'
satisfies the Pauli principle (if AiV#O). We should note that Hamiltonian and g
function commute with the permutation operator P,, so also commute with the
anti-symmetrizer A, respectively,
                             [H,P,]=O (1,13)
                         [H,A]-O, [g,A]-O (1.14)
Therefore, ifwe assume the wave function Lar. at the iteration n as anti-symmetrized
one v. =AiY., the generated ICI wave function at the iteration n+1 becomes also
anti-symmetrized from the recursion formula,
            urn+i = [1 + Cng(H 'En )] urn = [1 + C.g (H F E. )] (ANI'.)
                =A[(1+C.g (H-E. )) }IP,] (li15)
                =ANIP
                    n+1
If we choose the initial function as anti-symmetrized one v, =Ail`,, the ICI wave
function at any iteration number becomes also anti-symmetrized'from Eq. (1.l5). For
many electron systems, the anti-symmetrizer of Eq. (1.12) becomes very complicated
because the number ofpermutations increases in order N! . However, from Eq. (1.15),
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we can only consider the ICI recursion formula outside from the anti--symmetrizer,
                        iY .+i =(1+C.g(H-E. )) il'. (l•16)
After the iteration proceeds to the final step, the wave function must be
anti-symmetrized v..i =AiP,.i-
  Next, to consider other types of symmetries, we should find the operators commute
with the Hamiltonian like Eq. (1.13). If the Hamiltonian includes spin--orbit coupling
terms, the Hamiltonian may commute with the only total angular momentum operator
J. In other cases, the Hamiltonian commutes with the spatial symmetry operator R
and spin angular momentum operator S, separately. In general, if we know the
operators commute with the Hamiltonian and these operators also commute each other,
the projection operators, make the eigenfunctions of these operators, are also defined
like Eq. (1.12). When we define these projection operators as A,,A,,...,A., the
commutation relations are written as
                   [H, A, ] = O, [Hr, A, ] = O, •`•, [H, A. ] = O
                                                                 (1.I7)
                   [A,,A,]=O,[A,,A,]=O,•••,[A.m,,A.]=O
As discussed for Eq. (l.16), we can only consider the ICI recursion formula outside
from the se proj ection operators Ai , A2 , • • • , A., ,
                       }Yn+i =(1+Cng(H'E. )) kl'. (1.18)
                          gL"n+i =Ai A2 '''A. NIP ..i (l.19)
2.3 The spin-free Hamilltonian
  When we exclude the special cases to have to consider spin-•orbit coupling terms, we
only have to consider the spin-free Hamiltonian given by Eq. (1.2). Since this
Hamiltonian does not operate the spin part of wave function, the spin function is
unchanged from the initial function ux, .
  For one- and two-electron systems, since the spatial and spin parts of wave function
can be expressed as a separated form each other on satisfied Pauli principle, we only
have to treat the spatial part. However, for many electron systems, they are inseparable
each other. Therefore, we have to consider explicitly both spatial and spin functions.
However, in the sense ofEq. (1.18) and Eq. (1.19), we can exclude the spin part from
the ICI recursion formula. Since the spin-free Hamiltonian commutes with S, the
eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian becomes a simultaneous eigenfunction of S2 and
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SZ operators,
                    [H, s2]= o, [H, sZ]= o, [S2,SZ]=O (1 .20)
Many papers and books describe how to create eigenfunction of S2 and Si for many
electron systems.7 When we express the eigenfunction of S2 and S2 as z, we can
write down the wave function satisfies the Pauli principle and also becomes an
eigenfunction ofthe spin angular momentum as
                             e`t -A('Yx) , (1 .21)
where A is the anti-symmetrizer, il' is the spatial part of the wave function.
Therefore, ifthe initial function ur, ofthe ICI formalism is written as
                            Vto =A(iVo,Z) (1.22)
the wave function at the iteration n has the same spin angular momentum as the initial
function vt, . The ICI recursion formula can be written as the only spatial part,
                       XYnii "(1'Cng (H-E. )) KIP. (1.23)
However, in some cases, eigenfunctions of S2 and SZ operators are degenerate
having same eigenvalues. For example, the doublet state (S=112 and SZ=112) of
three-electron system has two degenerate states,
              xi - a(1)6(2)a(3)-6(1)a(2)a(3)
                                                               (1.24)
              z2 = 2a(1)a(2)fi(3) - fi(1)a(2)a(3) - a(1)6(2)a(3)
where a and 6 are one-electron spin functions having eigenvalues SZ=1/2 and
Si =-1/2, respectively. In this case, we might have to take different spatial functions
on different spin eigenfunctions as follows instead ofEq. (1.21),
                                             '
                         gu =A(Y'i.zfi+ilP2,z'2) (1 .25)
This may become one choice. However, as Cencek et al. suggested,8 it is not necessary
to use all degenerate functions because the space belonging to different spin functions
are covered by extending the spatial space. Since the ICI method extends the spatial
space to the exact space, Eq. (1.2l) or Eq. (1.22) is a suffTicient choice,
  For spin-free operators (not only the spin-free Hamiltonian), their expectation values
are more easily calculated than for general operators. The most gloomy part of
evaluation of expectation values is the permutation ofelectrons because the number of
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permutation operators increases in order N! where N is the number of electrons.
However, since spin-free operators do not change the spin part of wave function, the
permutation of the unlike spin is negligible from integration of the spin part. We
consider the wave function expressed as Eq. (1.21). The spin function is written as a
linear combination ofthe product ofthe one-electron spin functions. For example ofthe
three-electron system, using the upper spin eigenfunction ofEq. (1.24),
                    vt=A(Xl'(r,,r,,r,)•(a13a-/3cva)) (1.26)
Eq. (1 .26) is rewritten as
                  ut =A((-g/(r,,r,,r,)+ il'(r,, r,,r, ))•aa/3) (1 .27)
Like this, a linear combination of the spin part is replaced as that of spatial part. In
general, for the Ai electron system, we can write the wave function as follows instead
ofEq (1.21),
          vt=A((:i (-1)P" iPk'I'(r,,r,,••e,rN))'fi., Ctr(i)'fi, JB('+Na)) (1.2s)
            = A((D (rl , r2 ,..., rN )• :' (Crl , a2,.•,, ON ))
where N. is the number of a spin electrons, Nfi is the number of 6 spin
electrons and cr is a spin coordinate. Åë is the new spatial part and :' is the new
spin part defined as
                                     A
                 O(ri,r2,...rN)=2(-1)Pk PkNIi(ri,r2,,..r.)
                               k
                             N. Np (1'29)
                 :' (1, 2, ...N) = Ra(i)'"6(i + N.)
                             i=l i=1
The expectation value or matrix element ofthe spin-free totally symmetric operator O
ls wrltten as
                nl n!
      (gar 'IOI utÅr - ZZGi) Pt (-i) PJ
               i7.1 J'-1
                      •Sdr,•••drNPiÅqP'(ri,r2,••t,r.)-(Of}JÅë(r,,r,,...,r.)) (l.30)
                      • Sdor, ••• dcr. iZ}i :"(6, , 6, ,•••, O.)•PJ :' (ai , 02 ,•••, Cr.)
Since the operator O is spin-free and totally symmetric and the integration is
performed at all electrons (which means the integration is independent from the electron
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numbering), the terms ofthe permutation ofunlike spin is negligible in the summation
ofEq. (1.30) after the integration is performed in the spin coordinates,
       A N.! Arpl N.! Nfi!
    (vt' 'lOl vtÅr = . CN. 2Z22 (-i)pi (-i)PJ (-i) pk (- i) pi
                  irl J=1 k=1 l=1
                    • Sdr, •• • dr,, iZ}i PJÅë '(r, , r, ,. . ., r. )- (bll}k ll)iÅë(r, , r, ,. . ., r. ))
                               (1.31)
where the permutation operators in Eq. (1.31) performs only the permutation of like
spin. Therefore, ifwe writethe wave function ut as,
              vt = A. (1, 2,..., N. )Afi (1, 2, ..., Nfi)((P(r,,r,,..., r. )) (1 .32)
the expectation values and matrix elements of the operator O have same values (but
multiplied constant .C. ) as Eq. (1.30) and Eq. (1.31) even though the wave function
                   a
of Eq, (1.32) does not satisfy the Pauli principle and does not contain the spin part.
Where A. and Afi are the anti-symmetrizer of a and ,B electrons, respectively,
The wave function of Eq. (1.32) becomes very simplified and it is also usefu1 for the
Monte Carlo calculation of many electron systems because not only the number of
permutation operators is considerably decreased from Eq. (1.21) but also the spin part
need not be considered explicitly.
3. The ICI method applied to a few-electron atoms
  We applied the ICI method to two-to-five electron atomic systems from the helium to
boron atoms. For the helium atom, some test calculations have been previously reported
and, in this thesis, we show the results of the advanced calculations from the previous
ones.4'5 The calculations ofthe lithium, beryllium and boron atoms are first applications
ofthe ICI method to many electron systems more than two electrons. Though we show
the calculations of only spherically symmetric states, it is not difficult to calculate the
states having spatial higher angular momentum. In this section, we derive the
formulation and integrals necessary for calculating the helium atom and the general
atomic systems more than two electrons. The results of the test calculations are
summarized in Sec. 4.
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3.1 Two-electron atom
  Since the helium atom is a two-electron system, the number of independent variables
is six, The simplest choice of the independent variables is using polar coordinates of
each electron. However, for three-body systems (one nuclear and two electrons), three
inter-panicle coordinates (r,,r,,r,,) and Euler angles (a,JB,1) can become another
choice with the range of the variables (ri,r2,ri2): ri 2O,r2)O,ri+r2 2ri22Iri-r21,
where r, is the distance between the electron i and the nucleus and r, is the
distance between the two electrons and the volume element is 8z2r,r2ri2. The ground
state ofthe helium atom has a zero spatial angular momentum, - i.e., S state. Therefore,
only inter-panicle coordinates (r,,r,,ri,) without Euler angles oan sufficiently exPreSS
the wave function of the ground state. Since the calculations in this coordinates consist
of the same argument for general many eiectron atoms in the polar coordinates, the
formulation is discussed in the next subsection together with the general atomic systems.
We also chose the following coordinates originally defined by Hylleraas with the
volumeelement sz2 (s2-t2)u,9
                               S = ll + r2
                               t= r, -r, (1.33)
                               u= J12
              'TheHamiltonianinthecoordinates (s,t,u) iswrittenas
          "=-(aO,22"aOt22'oOi2)-2iiX(ii--iifi"ilk22-ll)o.0,k,-2i/X3ii[511S7:22io22ot (,34)
                 4s O 20 4t O
                                         4sZ 1
             - s2 -t2 5t -E7 bl+"t - 2 5t - s2 -t2 +i7
where the last two terms represent the coulomb potential operators of the nuclear
attraction V., = -4sZ l(s2 - t2 ) and electron repul sion V,, = 1/u with the nuclear
charge Z and the other terms represent the kinetic operator,
  We want to apply the ICI method to the he!ium atom. For the ground state, the spin
part is singlet (anti-symmetric), so the spatial part becomes symmetric. In the free ICI
calculations, we have two freedems: one is the g function and the other is the initial
function w, . First, we tried the simplest choice ofthem,
                             g.u(s2 -t2) a.3s)
                                   4sZ
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                            v,=exp(-as) (1.36)
where a is a non-linear variational parameter. This type g function has inverse
order ofthe potential functions g=(V..V,,)-i to avoid nuclear and electron singularity
problem.
  Second choice of g and ur, is
                                s2 mt2
                                      +u (l.37)                           g=1+
                                 4sZ
                            v,=exp(-as) (1.38)
This g function is a summation type of inverse order of the potential functions
g=1+11V.,+11V,,. In contrast, Eq. (1.35) is a production type. When we use a
production type, the orders of (s,t) and u in the wave function increase one order at
the same time as the one iteration proceeds. In contrast, when we use a summation type,
the orders of (s,t) and u increase one order separately. Therefore, the independent
functions are more widely generated by using the summation type g . Note that, when
we use a summatiofi type g function, the free ICI process may generate diverging
functions but they are eliminated since such functions are inappropriate for describing
the wave function.
  Next, to improve our variational resujts more, we tried the following type set,
                                 s2 -t2
                                      +u (1.39)                           g=1+
                                 4sZ
                      ur, =(1+sif2 +ui!2) exp(-as) (1 .40)
Thakkar and Koga introduced the functions include non-integer powers of s,u .iO In our
ICI method, when we introduce such functions in the initial function like Eq. (1.40), the
ICI method automatically generates the functions ofhalf-integer powers.
  The present helium wave function generated by the ICI method is expressed as
                       ut == 2ci..sit2Mu"•exp(-as) (1.41)
                          X,m.n
where ci.. is a free ICI variational parameter. For the generated wave function from
the set ofEq. (1.35) and Eq. (1.36), l run both positive and negative integers and m
and n run only positive integers. From the set ofEq. (1.37) and Eq. (1,38), in addition
to the case of Eq. (1.35) and Eq, (1.36), n run both positive and negative integers.
                                 I3
From the set of Eq. (1.39) and Eq. (1.40), in addition to the case of Eq. (1.37) and Eq.
(1.38), l and n runhalf-integers.
  To evaluate matrix elements, it is necessary to calculate the following integral,
                    l= f,co dsf,S du ij` dt•saubtc exp(-as) (l.42)
where the ranges of indexes are c2O,b+c2O,a+b+c2O. The integration of Eq.
(1 .42) is elementally evaluated as
                 l = f,op dsf,S du f8' dt • s"ubtc exp(-as)
                  = c l 1 f,co dsf,S du • s"ub'c'i exp(has)
                  = (c+1)(bl +c+2) f,co ds•s"'b'c'2 exp(-as) (1.43)
                          1 F(a+b+c+3)
                    (C+1)(b+c+2) aa+bici3
3.2 Many electron atoms
  The Hamiltonian ofthe general atomic systems is written as
                       H--SZA, -z;.l+;., il) (i.44)
where Z is the nuclear charge. The Hamiltonian commutes with the spin S and
spatial angular momentums L,
               [ll,S2]= O, [ll, SZ]= O, [H, L2 ]= O, [H, LZ ]=e (1 .45)
We chose the general polar coordinates of each electron. In this coordinates, the
eigenfunction of L2 and LZ iseasily expressed bythe spherical harmonics.
  In the applications of our ICI method to the two-to-=five electron atomic systems of
the singlet and S symmetry states, we adopted the following simplest g function,
                          g=i+Zr, +2r, (i.46)
                                 1 iÅq J'
The initial functions we adopted were follows,
  He: vo=A(exp(-a,r,)•exp(-a,r,)•x,) (1.47)
  Lii cLt,=A(exp(-a,r,)•exp(-ct,r,)•(1-r,)exp(-a,r,)`z,) (1,48)
                                 14
 Bei vt, = A (exp(-a, r, ) - exp(-cif, r, ) • (1 - r, ) exp(-af, r, ) - (1 - r, ) exp (-a, r, ) • x, ) (1 .49)
    tLt, = A (exp(-a, r, ) • exp(-a,r, ) • (1 - r, ) exp(-a3r, )
                                                   (1.50)BI
          • (1 - r4) exp(-a4r4 )• (l - rs - Ts2) exp(-asrs )• xs )
where the term (1-r,) and (l-r,) express the node of 2s orbital and similarly
(1-r,-r,2) expresses that of 3s orbital. For simplification, we used the restricted
non-linear parameters a,=a, and a,=a4. The spin functions we adopted were
wrltten as
                   He: z,=afi-fia (1.51)
                   Li: x,=(aZ7-,61a)af (1.52)
                   Bei x,=(a6-6a)(a13-6a) (1.53)
                   B: Jr,=(cr/3-X9a)(a/3-/7ct)a (1.54)
The spin states are singlet, doublet, singlet and doublet for He, Li, Be and B,
respectively.
 The spatial part ofthe wave function generated by the free ICI method has the form,
            NiE'= ]21 ci (" iÅq (r,)Yi,M' (S,,tn,)•U., f,, (4, ))- :c,gb (i 55)
For convenience, we derive the operation ofthe Laplacian to Eq. (1.55),
V,2ip = (V,2R, (r, )Y,,Mi (S, , q, )) • " R, (r, )Yi,M' (S, , {17, ) • " f,k (r,k)
                  Jtl jÅqk
    + fi R, (r, )Y,,M' (S, , q, )• Z (V,2f,, (r,,) " fki (rk, )) +2 (V,2 X, (ie ) H fki (rki ))
     J JÅqiÅq ,,Sil.,) JJ"L (,5th,) Y
    + 2IU., R, (r, ) • I]I Yi,M' (S, • q, )• ]IIII. ), (Vi Ri (ri ) • Vi f,i (r,i ) I!l.ll, fki (rki ))
                        k (k.J,1#i) 7
                         +]Ii.], (V,R (r, )• Vif, (r,,) l[.ll, fki (rki ))
                            k (k;,,ltJ) Y
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The Laplacian is written by the polar coordinate as
         v2 = 71,r ?;(r2 ?I,})+ ", (,,is zlitl(sins zilt7
           .42-4?
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S and Åë,
spatial
    1042- 7.2i,
angular
(r2 8)





                L2=s,fis8t (s'nS711tF)+ si.12s oOi2 (1 59)
The spherical harmonic becomes a simultaneous eigenfunction of L2 and LZ. We
derive some usefu1 relations ofthe spherical harmonics for convenience,
cos 0 - ]Y,M (,9, ÅqD) =






 (21+1)(21+3) y,.m , (s, q)
(l-m-1)(l-m)
(21-1)(21+1)  m-1YILi (3,q)
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  sinseLmp•y,m(s,Åqp): (ii2iMrm-i)i()2(ii.'i")')y,T,-i(ig,cp)- (i-(2Mi'.l))(iiilll3i2)
  L2ylm (s, gz)) = l(l + 1) Y,M (S, Åqp)
  L2Y,M(,9, q)) =: mY,M (S, gp)
  L"Y,M(S,Åë)= (l;m)(lÅ}in+l)Y,MÅ}i(S,{p)
The first term ofEq. (1.56) is calculated as
         V,2R (r, )Y,,Mt (S, , tp, ) = Y,,M' (S, , Åqp, )(4,2Rl (r, )) -
The right hand side o
ofthe second term ofEq. (1.56) is also easy as
                         v,2f,(e-dX,iij+i,il-dtl
The third term ofEq. (1.56) inclu
evaluated as
            ViR(ny)'"ifJ("ij)=d,LR,ldtll.(ii'iij)=d,R,,
The fourth term ofEq. (1.56) also inclu
The operation o
following equations are available,
               V,Yz,ng (i9, 7 (z?, )• V,f, (r, ) = E.)- ll{1. i' (L,Y,,Mi (t9, , Åqp, )) • i,
     (L,Yi,Mi (S,,Åqp, ))•iJ =: lll L,'Yt,M` •sin S,e iqJ + ill L, Yi,Mi •sin
The fifth term ofEq. (1.56) is evaluated as
          v,f,(r,)•v,f,k(r,,)=dafi;dtlf(i,•i,k)=ddfi:
Thus, we derived the evaluations of all terms of Eq.
general .
spatial angular momentum operators, ' '
and correlated parts f(r,:). In the ICI formalism,
Y, .Mfi (s, q)
(1.60)
                           Ri,(,rJ)(L,2Y,,M' (S,,Åqnl, )) (1.61)
                             i
fEq. (1.61) is easily calculated by using Eq. (1.60). The evaluation
                                                     (1.62)
            des the inner product ofthe gradient operators. This is
                                    20             df, ny +rijH-rJ2
                                                     (1.63)
                                dr, 2c r,
                   des the inner product ofthe gradient operators.
fthe gradient operator to the spherical harmonic is not obvious but the
(l.64)
,9,e'Åë' +L,ZYi,M' -cos,9, (1.65)
                                           22                       2
                                      df,, rij +r,k -Jl•,
                                                          (1.66)
                                      dr,, 2r, r,k
                                     (1.56). The formulation is quite
For the atomic systems, although the angular parts are almost restricted by the
                        various choices a e possible for the radial R(K-)
                                    the g and initial functions
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determine the function forms of R(c) and f(rij). In this thesis, although we only
select the simplest one given by Eq. (1.46) to Eq. (1.50), another choice may give good
performance. For example, g=r/(r+a) is one choice with a being constant. But,
this choice gives the difficult functions to evaluate integrals. To overcome the difficulty
ofintegration, the Monte Carlo strategy is usefu1.ii
  When we use the g and initial functions given by Eq. (1.46) to Eq. (1.50), the
integral form to evaluate matrix elements is expressed as
              I= .i"r, Y' exp(-t tr,r,)-"Y,,M' (,9,,{n,)• fi r, V" •"dr, (1.67)
                   I l lÅq1 l
where the index v, and v, run the integer values with v, 2 -1 and vij -År -1 . For N
electron systems, the N -electron integrals are appeared in the ICI method. This is very
diffTicult to calculate in the analytical form. The simple and popular way to calculate the
integrals of Eq. (1.67) is using the Perkins method based on the Sack expansion.i2'i3
These integration methods have been studied by several authors for three- and four-
electron atomic systems.i3"i7 The perkins expansion is written as
                    Lvl Lij2
               4j "" = 2 .Pg, (cos iS;ij )Z c,,,q, ,k, r.uq" '2kiJ r.u"u -qu'2ku (1.6s)
                    qij =o ki =O
where, for even values of v,: L,i=lf2•v,, L,2=112•v, -qpt for odd values of v,:
L,'=oo, L,2=112-(v,+1) and r.,=min(r,,r,) and r.,=max(r,,r,). P,(x) is the
Legendre polynomial. The coeffricient c,, . ,, ,k, is given bY
            c.,,g, ,k, . 2vqij u++21. ., .2 c2k, .1 .MM(qi' rt111t("U '1)) 2klJ k+ij 2+qliJlti2ViJ+1 (1.6g)
Eq. (1.68) is substituted for Eq. (1,67) and we get
               L121 LN.1.Nl
     l = fH dr, '2 Z"'' Z P., (cos Si 2)''' P,.. ,,. (COS 3N-i.N)'" Yi,Mi (S, ? q7, )
          i gl]]O 9NTI.N=O 1
                                                       (1.70)
           - ,#,li=,2 ' ' ' ,L.":, ."=2, ,.iÅq,i,il.'2i2, ,kmi2.,, ' ' ' ,.",f,f:".q.I-,';lik-".t'il,, • I I i; vi exp(-a,c )
The Legendre polynomial is expanded by the spherical harmonics as
               Pqu (COS "9u)= 2g4,Z+1.trv.l ,, YqZ"'(Si•gZ}i )Yql,lft" (SJ)ÅqZ'J) (l'71)
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In the angular part, by Edmonds book,7 a product of the spherical harmonics is written
by using the Wigner 3j-symbols and is reduced to a summation ofthe single spherical
harmonic,
  nya'(S,,gP, )Y,,M" (,9,,{n,)
  =(-1)ma,li,li.i((21a+1)(22b,,+. I)(21+1)]ii2(lo' lo' 6)(Nl.",. )b, ffl.)YiM(t9i)gz'i)
                               (1.73)
By Eq. (1.73), the angular part is easily calculated. The radial part ofthe integration is
expressed as a linear combination ofthe following integration,
                 l. =.i,co dr, jlgi dr, ••i.fS'"-i dr. •"r,"t exp(-a,K) (1.74)
                                       i
The integration of I. is complicated but various authors derive the recursion formula
and the formulation for the direct evaluation.i4-i7 The Ref. 17 is usefu1.i7
  In this procedure, for many electron systems, we must calculate quite large number of
terms appeared in Eq. (1.72). Especially, when the index v, is odd number, the Perkins
expansion becomes infinity series. The Levin's u transformation procedure is usefu1 to
accelerate the convergence speed.i8 For three-electron atoms, Hill and several authors
suggested how to evaluate atomic integrals by the closed form.i9 This method is useful
because we need not worry about discontinuity of infinite loop. However, for more than
three-electron atoms, such closed form has not been found yet. We must study analytical
integration methods for many electron systems or the Monte Carlo strategy becomes a
substitute for analytical evaluations of many-electron integrals.
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Table I. Free ICI calculation for the helium atom with g and ut, given in Eq. (1.35)
and E . (1.36).

























-2.84 765 624 500
-2.90 157 701 247
-2.9e 370 867 501
-2.9e 372 390 061
-2.90 372 434 707
-2.90 372 437 274
-2.90 372 437 636
-2.90 372 437 683
Ref. 24d 10257 -2.90 372 437 703 411 959 8311
a Iteration number,
b Nuinber ofthe indcrpendent functions.
c Non-linear parameter.
d Hylleraas type including the logarithm tenn.
4. Results
4.1 Helium
  Our first application ofthe present method is the helium atom. Helium is the simplest
atom which the exact solution is unknown. However, there were a lot of calculations
with various types of functions and the solutions could be achieved very high
precision.9'iO'20-25 Therefore, the eRergy calculation ofthe helium atom is often used as a
rather benchmark calculation. We also use helium as a test calculation how our ICI
method can reach to the exact solution in finite iterations. The coordinates and the
Hamiltonian were already discussed in the previous section. We have to determine the
g and initial fu nctions v, in the lCI method.
  First, we tried the functions given by Eq. (1.35) and Eq. (1.36), whose g function
was a production type. Table I shows the results of the free ICI energy. The non-Iinear
parameter a was optimized by the Newton-Raphson method. As shown in Table I, at
the iteration 4, the energy was correct to micro-hartree order and, at the iteration 7, the
energy was achieved nano-hartree accuracy. Clearly, by continuing the iteration, we can
achieve any accuracy results. This combination' of g and tLt, automatically generates
the wave functions close to the Kinoshita type.20 But, the ICI and Kinoshita type
functions are slightly different each other. Though the Kinoshita type functions include
negative powers of u, but the functions generated from Eq. (1.35) and Eq. (1.36) do
not appear such negative powers.
20
Table II. Free ICI calculation forthe helium atom with g and ILx, given in Eq. (1.37)
and E . (1.38).



















-2.84 765 625 OOO
-2.90 143 777 880
-2.90 366 045 230
-2.90 372 I08 471
-2.90 372 404 918
-2.90 372 432 447
Ref. 24d 10257 -2.90 372 437 703 411 959 831 1
a Iteration nurnber.
b Nurnber ofthe independent functions.
c Non-linear parameter.
d Hylleraas type including the logarithm temi.
  Second, we chose g and v, given by Eq. (1,37) and Eq. (1.38), whose g wasa
summation type. In this choice, the generated functions are very closer to the Kinoshita
type. Table II shows the results. Compared the results given in Table I and II, at the
iteration 4 in Table I, the energy was -2.90 372 434 with the dimension 159 and, at the
iteration 5 in Table II, the energy was -2.90 372 432 with the dimension 216. The
former is slightly better than the latter from the variational point ofview. However, this
is a rare case in our calculations. As discussed in Sec. 3, the generated functions by
using the summation type g function cover the wider range of the functional space
than by the production type. The functions generated by Eq. (1.37) and Eq. (1.38)
contain the functions generated by Eq. (1.35) and Eq. (1.36) by continuing the iteration.
  Next, we chose g and ur, given by Eq. (1.46) and Eq. (1.47) expressed in the
polar coordinates (r,,r,,Jl,) with the spin function of Eq. (l.51). In Eq. (1.47), after
the operation ofthe anti-symmetrizer, the spatial and spin parts are separated each other.
Table III summarizes the results. Compared to the results in Table I and Table III, at the
iteration 6 in Table I, the energy was -2.90 372 437 636 with the dimension 481, at the
iteration 14 in Table HI, the energy was -2.90 372 437 656 with the dimension 372. The
behavior of the energy convergence of Table III related to the dimension of the free ICI
is slightly better than that of Table I although the iteration number is large in Table III. It
indicates that using the g function given by Eq. (1.46) and using the polar coordinates
are not so worse choice even though the g function is not exactly inverse function of
the potential.
21
Table Ill. Free ICI calculation for the helium
(1.46) and E .(1.47 .
atom with g and gLt, given in Eq.














































-2.84 765 625 OOO
-2.89 123 235 194
-2.9e 342 585 480
-2.90 364 047 050
-2.90 371 394 501
-2.90 372 096 780
-2.90 372 370 190
-2.90 372 410 501
-2.90 372 430 538
-2,90 372 434 387
-2.90 372 436 643
-2.90 372 437 161
-2.90 372 437 503
-2.90 372 437 592
-2.90 372 437 656
ReE 24d 10257 -2.90 372 437 703 411 959 8311
a Iteration number.
b Number of the independent functions.
c Non-linear parameter.
d Hylleraas type including the logarithm terrn.
  Finally, to improve our variational results more, we tried g and gLt, given by Eq.
(1.39) and Eq. (1.40). This choice automatically generates the wave functions close to
the Thakkar-Koga type.iO Table IV summarizes the results. We performed the free ICI
              'calculations until large iteration number with very high dimension (until the iteration is
lO and the dimension is 4358). So, we could achieve the energy ofvery high precision,
which reached 20 digits: -2.90 372 437 703 41l 959 830 7. It means that our ICI method
can be calculated to any precision of accuracy by increasing iterations. However, some
authors reported on the results of higher precision than those ofus.23-25 These level of
accuracy is significant only as a bench mark calcuiation and it is no physically
significant because the relativistic .effect already appears in 4 or 5 digits according to the
solution ofthe relativistic Dirac-Coulomb equation26 and QED andlor mass polarization
effect also appear less than 2o digits.27
  When we choose any other set of g and gLt,, the ICI method can generate various
type functions. For example, the Hylleraas type is expanded by using the set,9
22
Table IV. Free ICI calculation for the helium atom with g
and Eq. (1.40).
and vo given in Eq. (1.39)


































-2.89 046 871 962 722
-2S0 371 133 601 506
-2.90 372 434 035 477
-2.90 372 437 697 816
-2,90 372 437 7e3 322 433 148
-2.90 372 437 703 410 779 431
-2.90 372 437 703 411 931 551
-2.90 372 437 703 411 958 735
-2.9e 372 437 703 411 959 772
-2.9e 372 437 703 411 959 826 8
-2.90 372 437 703 411 959 830 7
Ref, 24d 10257 -2.90 372 437 703 411 959 831 1
a Iteration number.
b Number of the independent functions.
c Non-linear parameter
d Hylleraag. type includmg the logarithrn tenn.
g=1+(s2 -t2)+u (1.75)
                             ur,=exp(-as) (l.76)
If you want to include logarithm singularity based on the three particle cusp condition,25
you only have to include the logarithm functions in the g andlor initial functions,
Examinationsofanotherchoiceof g and vt, willbegivenelsewhere.
4.2 Lithium, Beryllium and Boron
  Lithium is the first atom more than two electrons and spin coordinates must be
treated explicitly. However, the precision attainable is very high (cannot compete that of
helium). Therefore, as well as helium, the lithium atom is one of test system for
verifying theories.28-30 The lithium atom is important not only as a benchmark but also
as having some interesting physical propertiesi hyperfine spectra, magnetic propenies,
Lamb shift, relativistic effects, QED effrects and so on. The coordinates and Hamiltonian
were already discussed in the previous section. In the ICI calculation, the g function is
given by Eq. (1.46) and the initial function v, is given by Eq. (l.48) with the spin
eigenfunction of Eq. (1.52). In this initial function, the electrons 1 and 2 have singlet
23
Table V. Free ICI energies for the lith
andE . 1.48).
ium atom with g and ur, given in Eq. (1.46)
na Mb a =a,ac Energy (a.u.)
O 2 2.69, O.691 -7A1 918 3571 9 2.85, O.676 -7.46 619 2352 31 2.93, O.695 -7.47 760 2683 82 3.08, O.698 -7.47 795 9204 190 3,25, O.755 -7.47 804 315
5 392 3.30, O.746 -7.47 805 5526 748 3.42, O.764 -7.47 805 914
7 1334 3.54, O.782 -7.47 805 9968 2260 3,66, O.800 -7.47 806 020
9 3661 3.78, O.818 -7.47 8e6 028
Re[ 3od 3502 -7.47 806 032
a Iteration number,
b Nuinber ofthe independent functions.
c Non-linear pararneters.
d Hylleraas type.
Table VL The expectation values of the delta function and Fermi contact term by the
Free ICI calculation for the lithium atom with g and gdt, given in Eq. (1.46) and Eq.
(1.48).
na Mb Delta function Femi contact
Ref. 3oc 3502 13.8425 2.90598
a Iteration number.
b Number of the independent functions.
c Hylleraas type.
coupling nature each other and the electron 3 is occupied 2s orbital. The spin state is
doublet. The non-linear parameters were optimized by the Newton-Raphson method.
Table V shows the free ICI energies. Our results exceeded micro-hartree accuracy at the
iteration 9 with the dimension 3661. Yan et al. showed very good results by using the
Hylleraas type functions,30 they achieved pico-hartree accuracy The Hylleraas type
24
Table Vll. Free ICI calculation for the bery11ium atom with tLt, and g
(1,46) and Eq. (1.49).
given in Eq.

























b Nurnber of the independent functions.
c Non-linear parameters.
d ECG type.
functions they used are similar to our ICI functions generated by using the set of Eq.
(1.46) and Eq. (1.48). However, they used the many unrestricted type non-linear
parameters. At least, our ICI method indicated good performance converging to the
exact wave function even for three-electron system. We calculated other properties of
the expectation values of the delta function and the Fermi contact term except the
energies. The results are shown in Table VI. These values also converge to the reference
values.30 The studies for the physically interesting properties like relativistic effects,
hyperfine spectra and magnetic propenies will be appeared elsewhere.
  The bery11ium atom has four electrons with the ground state 1s22s2 (iSo). In molecular
orbital theories, near degeneracy problem is sometimes discussed since the orbital 2s
and 2p locate near region and the configurations 1 s22s2 and 1 s22s2 are almost degenerate.
However, in our ICI method, this problem does not occur because the correlated term
c, is explicitly appeared in the wave function. We chose the g and y, as well as the
case of the lithium atom, given in Eq. (1.46) and Eq. (1.49). The spin function is given
by Eq. (1.53), in which the electrons 1 and 2 are coupled as singlet and the electrons 3
and 4 also have singlet coupling nature. The total spin state is singlet. Table VII
summarizes the results. Our results exceeded milli-hartree accuracy at the iteration 4
with the dimension 885. The references were calculated by using the explicitly
correlated Gaussian functions (ECG) with large number of parameters (3700 term) and
the Hylleraas-CI procedure with large number of linear independent functions.3i'32 The
ECG method is a very powerfu1 tool to get variationally good results since integration
(even three and four electron integrations) is not so diffTicult, but the optimization
25
Table VllI. Free ICI calculation for the boron atom (2S Excited state) with tLr, and g
 iven inE . 1.46 andE . 1.50).













Ref, 33d 4997 -24.4 698
a Iteration number.
b Number of the independent functions,
c Non-linear parameters,
d MCHIr type.
ofvery large number of non-linear parameters is diflricult in general. In our ICI method,
although a few non-linear parameters are included in the wave function, basically
variational parameters are linear hence simple. However, the ECG method has already
achieved micro-hartree accuracy. We are advancing our calculations to gain more
accurate results.
  The boron atom is a five-electron atom with the ground state 1s22s22p2 (2Pif2) but we
focused the lowest spherically symmetric state ls22s23s2 (2Sii2). Several theoretical
studies are found but the level of accuracy is lower, compared to the lithium and
beryllium atoms.33 For the boron atom, very high accurate calculations are too diffTicult
because the boron has five electrons correiated each other. In our ICI , we chose the g
and ur, given by Eq. (1.46) and Eq. (l.50) as well as the cases of the lithium and
bery11ium atoms. The spin function is given by Eq. (1.54), the electron 5 is attached to
the bery11ium atomic shell and occupies 3s orbital. Table VIII shows the result. The
reference calculation was performed by MCHF calculation with very large number of
configurations.33 Our result reached the reference value but could not achieve
milli-hartree accuracy yet. The time consuming step is the integration part of many
electron correlated terms, as discussed in Sec. 3. The integration method we adopted
was straightforward, which was based on the expansion of the correlated term c, .i2
Therefore, for many electron systems, the summations from the expansions become
enormous and exponentially increasing. Though many electron integrais have been
studied by various researches all over the world, the wonderfu1 results are not found yet.
The Monte Carlo method is another choice, which is a powerfu1 tool for many electron
integrals although contains statistical error.ii We have already applied the Monte Carlo
strategy to our method and obtained some good results for many electron systems.
26
5. Conclusion
  In this chapter, the theories of the ICI method were formulated for many electrori
systems more than two electrons and some necessary and usefu1 formulas were derived
especially for the spin-free Hamiltonian from using the symmetries. And as test
calculations, we applied our method to two-to-five electron atoms from the helium to
boron atoms.
  For many electron systems, the spatial and spin part of wave function cannot be
separated each other on satisfied the Pauli principle. The ICI wave function is generated
by the totally symmetric operators: the Hamiltonian H and g function, therefore, the
permutation symmetries, angular momentums and the other quantum symmetries are
unchanged from the initial function tLr,. Therefore, the generation of the ICI wave
function can be performed outside from the projection operators ofthe symmetries. This
simplifies the application ofthe ICI method to many electron systems especially for the
spin--free Hamiltonian.
  For the application to the helium atom, we achieved the energy having very high
precision. It means that our ICI method can be calculated to any precision of accuracy
by increasing iterations. Moreover, by the combination of g and y,, various types of
functions can be generated automatically. For exarnple, the Hylleraas type corresponds
to choosing:9 g=u(s2-t2) and ur,=exp(-as) and, the Kinoshita type:20
g=1+(s2-t2)ls+u and ur,=exp(-as) and, the Thakkar-Koga type:iO
g :l+(s2-t2)/s+u and tL(,=(1+si'2+uif2)exp(-as). The best choice of this
combination will be discussed elsewhere.
  For the lithium, beryllium and boron atoms, these are first applications of the ICI
method te many electron systems more than two electrons. Even for many electron
systems, the ICI method generated the wave functions converging to the exact ones. For
many electron systems, the most difficult problem is in the integration part. Analytical
integrations are difficult in general, so the Monte Carlo method may provide a usefu1
tool.ii We have already applied the Monte Carlo strategy to our method and obtained
some good results for many electron systems.
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Chapter 2
Analytically Solving the Relativistic Dirac-Coulomb
           Equation for Atoms and MoRecules
Abstract:
  A method of solving the SchrOdinger equation in an analytically expanded form
reported previous chapter (ICI method) is extended to the relativistic case and a general
method of exactly solving the Dirac-Coulomb equation (DCE) has been proposed for
atoms and molecules. For solving the relativistic DCE, the so--called variational collapse
may often become an obstacle in the relativistic field. To avoid this problem, the inverse
Hamiltonian and inverse DCE is introduced. By using the inverse DCE, the Ritz-type
property of variational calculations holds and the electronic ground state is the highest
solution against the complete vacuum. Another method of avoiding the variational
collapse is to hold the strict relation connecting small and large cemponents. In the ICI
formalism, this reiation is automatically ensured and we call it ICI balance. Formulation
and integrals to solve the DCE are obtained in analytical expressions. The new
integration method based on the Fourie transformation is proposed for singular integrals
of two-electron atoms. As a result, the systems including heavy elements or in a strong
magnetic field, which cause numerical instability easily, can be calculated on high
precision. Test applications to the Dirac oscillator, hydrogenlike and heliumlike atoms




  As noted by Dirac in 1929,i the Schrodinger equation (SE) provides a fundamental
principle to predict physical and chemical phenomena. So, for theoretical chemistry, it is
one ofthe most important subjects to solve the SE as accurately as possible. Despite its
importance, there was no general method of solving the SE.
  Recently, Nakatsuji has studied the structure ofthe exact wave functions to establish
and develop a general method of solving the SE.2-5 In the SE, the Hamiltonian H
determines the exact wave function vf, so the exact {Lr may be expressed as a
functional of H appliedto some appropriate function v,,
                              ur=f(H)uro (2.1)
Based on the theory ofthe exact wave function,2'5 a possible functional form of f(H)
is proposed by the iterative configuration or complement interaction (ICI) method and
the simplest extreme coupled cluster (SECC) method, which construct the exact wave
functions in Eq. (2.1).
  However, the Hamiltonian for atoms and molecules includes the singularity ofthe
Coulomb potential V . At the singular origin, the Hamiltonian diverges and a general
form ofEq. (2.1) may also diverge. This is a serious problem because the function eLt
does not satisfy the conditions as wave function: square-integrable, one-valued and
continuity. Nakatsuji has also proposed two methods to overcome this problem. One is
to introduce the inverse SchrOdinger equation (ISE) and the other is to introduce the
scaled Schrodinger equation (SSE).3-5 Both the ISE and SSE are equivalent to the SE,
but the latter method (SSE) is simpler and more general for formulation. As a result, we
can successfu11y apply the ICI method to solve the exact wave function in the sense of
Eq (2.1).
  Now, we want to extend the ICI theory to the relativistic case. If atoms and molecules
include heavier elements, the relativistic effect becomes very important and even
dominant. For a one-electron system, the Dirac equation (DE) describes the relativistic
equation of motion for electron although pair•annihilation and creation effect is not
considered. It has an explicit Hamiltonian that obeys the Lorentz transformation. For
many-electron systems, however, we do not have such relativistic equations as compact
as the one-electron DE. The Dirac-Coulomb equation (DCE) and the
Dirac-Coulomb--Breit equation (DCBE) are approximate and do not exactly obey the
Lorentz transformation, but they are expected to be very accurate for atoms and
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molecules. For more accurate formulation, we can use quantum electrodynamics (QED),
but we do not have explicit Hamiltonians in QED.
  The DE for one-electron system and the DCE for N -electron system are written as
                               A
                               Hur=Ew (2.2)
wheretheHamiltonian 7} isdefinedby
                             NN
                         fiL =2Ai'N (i)+7(N)Z }•y, (2.3)
                             l lÅq ]'
                         AA AA
                         H. (i)=I(,-,) (21Årh (8i)I(. .,) (2.4)
                       A,-((Zi,'.Ci)j2 (S,(-O.Y)i),) (,,)
                 AAwhere wij=1/rip I. and I(.) are the unit matrices of orders n and 4",
respectively. A, is the 4Å~4 matrix one-electron Hamiltonian and v, ='-Z.ZA/rA,
is the nuclear attraction operator for electron i. a and p, are the Pauli spin matrix
                                                                Aand the momentum operator of electron i. The relativistic Hamiltonian H is a
4N Å~4N operator matrix and the wave function is a vector composed of 4" elements.
The term Etpr in Eq. (2.2) is also written as EiN)ux: mostly we use the simpler
expression. For the one-electron case (N=1), the DCE reduces to the DE. In the
nonrelativistic limit, the DCE reduces to the SE. So, the DCE should be very accurate
for atoms and molecules. In this thesis, our aim is to formulate a general method of
solving the exact q/ ofthe DE and DCE in an analytical expansion form.
  In the relativistic case, there are no theories dealing with the structure of the exact
wave function, nor the theories for constructing the exact wave function. So, we first
generalize our theory for the SE to the relativistic case. The Coulomb singularity
problem is common to both the nonrelativistic and relativistic cases and is solved by
introducing the scaled equations.4'5 Another problem that often appears in the relativistic
field is the variational instability and collapse. Though some studies using kinetic and
                          'other balances were reported,6'7 there seems to be no established method. It was
impressive that Pestka and Karwowski closed their important chapter of the
Rychlewski's book in 2003 by noting "The Hylleraas CI approach to sQlving the
Dirac-Coulomb eigenvalue problem is still in its infancy.6 However, it certainly offers a
perspective ofhighly accurate benchmark results, at least for two-electron systems."
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  The test applications of the present theory to the Dirac oscillator, hydrogenlike and
heliumlike atoms are performed. The Dirac oscillator is a simple one-panicle system,
which is a relativistic extension ofthe nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator and one ofthe
rare examples that the DE is exactly solvable and various mathematical and physical
properties have been investigated.8'9 The Hamiltonian of the Dirac oscillator does not
contain the Coulomb singularity, hence simple, but the force field is expressed through
vector potential, like in a magnetic field. The hydrogenlike atoms are also one-electron
systems and exist the exact solutions.iO The Hamiltonian contains the Coulomb
singularity expressed in scalar potential. The heliumlike atoms are tyvo--electron systems
and the Hamiltonian contains the Coulomb singularity and the two-electron interaction
term. This is a complicated system but interesting because both the nuclear and electron
singularities are included in the Coulomb potential. In the next chapter, we apply our
method to the systems in a magnetic field, which includes the force field and
interactions through both vector and scalar potentials.
  We derive the formulation and integrals necessary to solve the DE and DCE ofthese
systems in analytical expressions. For solving the DE of the Dirac oscillator and
hydrogenlike atoms, very difficult formulation and integrals are not appeared. For
solving the DCE of the heliumlike atoms, however, complicated formulation and
integrals are appeared. Previously, to evaluate matrix elements for the Hylleraas•-CI
basis functions, some of the formulation and integrals were derived by Pestka.ii
However, in our method, the operation of the Hamiltonian is needed not only for the
estimation ofmatrix elements but also for the generation ofwave function. Therefore,
more general formulas have to be derived. Pestka also proposed the necessary integrals
to evaluate matrix elements, based on the Sack expansion method.ii'i2 However, he did
not focus on the integrals including singular andlor mild singular potentials. When using
his method based on the Sack expansion for integration, the convergence to the exact
value is very slow especially for the integrals including singular potentials. Therefore,
the systems including heavy elements or in a strong magnetic field, which cause
numerical instability easily, cannot be treated because of the lack of precision. These
systems are physically interesting and the relativistic effect is important and dominant.
To calculate these integrals on high precision, we propose the new method based on the
Fourie transformation. As a result, we can calculate these systems without any
numerical instability.
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  In Sec. 2, we extend the ICI theory to the relativistic case and the methods of
variational calculations in the relativistic field are discussed. In Sec. 3, we apply our
theory to the Dirac oscillator, hydrogenlike and heliumlike atoms and derive the
mathematical formulation and integrals necessary to solve the DE and DCE of these
systems. In Sec. 4, the results of the calculations are discussed. The conclusion is
remarked in Sec. 5.
2. Theory
2.1 Formulation of the exact wave function for the relativistic case
  Now the first step of our project is to clarify the structure of the exact relativistic
wave function ur and then to give a general method of constructing it in an analytical
form. We follow the same arguments as in the nonrelativistic case.2`5 First, the
variational principle for vt is written as
                          Åqurifi-ElivÅr-O (2.6)
This is a stationary principle for calculating the best possible wf. The H-square
equation is formulated as
                          (vl(fi-E)21urÅr=o (2.7)
and is satisfied only with the exact ui . Then, we have the following theorem,
Theorem: When v includes only one variable matrix CA' (diagonal) with the element
C. (n= 1..,4" ) and when an arbitraiy variation of v satisfies
                          6ur -6a (fi -E) ut (2.8)
then this ur has the structure ofthe exact wave function.
Proof' When we define (i7-E)ur=x, z is a column vector of the elements x.
(n =1...4"). When we substitute (Svt given by Eq. (2.8) into the variational principle,
Eq. (2.6), we obtain
               O-Åqvxl(Zi-.F.. )6a(jij -E)igyÅr-2:" 6C. (i.z'. 12) (2 g)
Since 6C. is arbitrary, this means (lx.12)=O for all n, which is equivalent to Eq
(2.7). So, among v with the form ofEq. (2.8), variationally optimal wave functions
are the exact solutions ofthe DE and the DCE. Proofends.
3or
This theorem is a generaiization of the similar theorem given previeusly for the
nonrelativistic case2-5 and the argument is free from the technical arguments like
variational collapse, since the H-square equation is valid only for the exact wave
function.
  Based on the above theorem, we propose the relativistic ICI method just as in the
nonrelativistic case. We define the simplest ICI (SICI) wave function by the recurrence
fotmula
      )
                        wr..i =[1+On (ii[l7 -E. )] ur. (2.10)
where n is an iteration number. The variation of w,.i, 6v..i=6an(fr'E.)vt.,
becomes equal to that given by Eq. (2.8) at convergence where everything becomes n
independent, so that the SICI gives the exact wave function at convergence. We can also
                                                     Aformulate a more general ICI method by dividing the eperator H in the N. parts
(ICIND).2-5
  The DC Hamiltonian includes the Coulomb potentials that cause the singularity
problem. To avoid it, we introduce the scaled DE and DCE that are given by
                           g(1) -E7 (N)) ebt =o (2.ll)
where the scaling function g is a positive scalar function ofelectron coordinates and
can become zero only at the singular points r, ofthe potential V but satisfies
                               limgV =O (2.l2)
                               r-l'o
By this introduction ofthe scaled equation, we can avoid the singularity problem as in
the nonrelativistic case.4'5 Since this idea is very general, we can use it for singular
potentials that appear in other fields ofphysics. Based on the scaled DCE, we introduce
the SICI method that is free from the singularity problem by
                        V..i =[1+ang (i[)nE. )] V. (2-13)
The SICI includes only one variabie matrix a. at each iteration step and its
convergence may be slow. Abetter performance is expected by introducing the free ICI
method as in the nonrelativistic case.4'5 In the free ICI, we take all the independent
functions {ip,}" from the right hand side of Eq. (2.l3) and give independent
coeffricientsto all such functions ip, -i.e.,
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                                  ali
                             t`"n+i "2Cripi (2.14)
                                  j
From the variational point of view, this free ICI should converge faster than the SICI.
Note that Åë, is a column vector of 4" dimension and c, is a diagonal matrix with
4" elements. In the free ICI, each iteration does not depend on the results ofthe former
iterations and so no accumulation of error occurs. In some choice of g, the right hand
side ofEq. (2.13) may include diverging functions but they are eliminated in the free
ICI process since such functions are inappropriate for describing the wave function.
2.2 Variational calculations by using the inverse Hamiltonian
  Now, we have an analytical function having the structure ofthe exact wave function
in the form of free ICI (Eq. (2,14)). The next step is to perform the variational
calculation of the variables {c,} and the corresponding energy, which we call the
diagonalization step. Here, an obstacle that often appears in the relativistic field is the
so-called variational collapse. Since the lowest electronic state of the DE and the DCE
is not the lowest state ofthese equations, the so-called Ritz-type property does not hold.
However, a method to recover Ritz--type property was proposed by Hill and Krauthauser
for one-electron DC calculations with basis set expansion method.i3 They introduced
the inverse Hamiltonian and wrote the DE as
                             A-1
                            Hux=ELiut (2.15)
As shown in the paper of the inverse SchrOdinger equation,3 it is easy to show the
equivalence between the original equation and the inverse one. For the inverse DE, the
electronic ground state is the highest solution against the complete vacuum and
therefore we have the Ritz-like variational principle,
                        E-, = (ij( IHA -ur.i )W) s E,-i (2.l6)
where id is avariational trial function for exact q and E, is the true energy ofthe
ground electronic state. The image ofthis inverse procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Now,
how do we explicitly write down the inverse Hamiltonian? A clever trick is to take our
variational function in the form ofi3
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                                NA
                                v=Hq (2.17)






and the variance is formulated as
              , (iZ (fi-i - tJl -i )2





, , (Åqql qÅr - 2E-i Åqopl 7}
1q2
I qÅr + Erm2 (q l i72 lÅëÅr)
(2.19)
which we can calculate. For the exact wave function, a2 must be zero: this is the
                     3inverse H-square theorem.
  At the diagenalization step of the relativistic free ICI, we utilize the above Ritz-like
variational equation to ensure the bound property. Though it was introduced originally
for the one•-electron DE,i3 we utilize it for solving the many-electron DCE. We know
from the ICI theory that our free ICI function q. approaches the exact wave function,
and therefore it is easy to show that our variational function W. also approaches the
exact wave function,
                W.+i =HAq..i =fi ("., (1+C"i-ig(fi-E,-, )) q,) (2,20)
                    (Zli' -E) ip =o o (fiF U'] -ETi )W=o (2.21)
      ASince " must not be singular to define its inverse, we often have to shift it by a
constant rv
          7
                            AAA
                            Ht= H+ewl(.) (2.22)
                                       A2 ,Further, since Eq. (2.18) includes the integral of H that is more strongly singular thari
AH , we have to eliminate a larger number ofdiverging functiohS froni our ICI basis than
                               Ain the ordinary case that involves only H . This may make the inverse variation method
rather slowly converging. Neverthgless, the bound property ofthis variational method is
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usefu1 in actual calculations where we do not know the true energy.
formulation, the excited states are calculated as the higher solutions: an










                           H H-i
Fig.1 The image of the energy spectra of the DE and inverse DE. For the regular
Hamiltonian, the lowest electronic state is not the lowest state ofthe DE. For the inverse
Hamiltonian, the highest electronic state is the highest solution against complete
vacuum.
2.3 Variational calculations satisfied the balance conditions
  Another method of avoiding the variationai collapse is to ensure some balance
conditions - i.e., kinetic balance, etc, on the basis functions.6'7'i4 From the DE, we
obtain a relation connecting small and large components as
                            ipS=Elil;)'+P., ipL (2.23)
A strict use of this relation is called atomic balance and an approximate one kinetic
balance. These balance conditions have been studied in details by several authors6'7'i4
but the strict balance condition of Eq. (2.23) contains the energy E, which is an
unknown parameter determined after the diagonalization step. Therefore, the exact and
strict relation can not be satisfied by practical calculations. For the electronic state to
become upper bounds to the eigenvalues ofthe DE, these conditions between large and
small components are expressed asi4
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      Atomic baiance condition: Y(E,. +t2 -v (cr'P)Hi)c U. (2.24)
     Asymptoticbalancecondition: U(r'(cr•p)U,)cU, (2.25)
                                 J'
     Kinetic balance condition: (o-p) H, cH, (2.26)
where H, and H, are the large and small component spaces, respectively. We note
here that the balancing similar to the atomic and asymptotic balance is automatically
done in the ICI formalism. In ICI, y.., is generated by applying the DC operator to
gLt. (Eq. (2.13)) and this is essentially a balancing that is theoretically valid even for
many-electron systems. We cali this balancing ICI balance,
                            ILt..IL =) g (cr ' p) {u.S
                            UYn+iSDg(cT'p)y.L (2•27)
Eq. (2.27) means that the terms necessary to satisfy the balancing condition are certainly
included at the next iteration step in both the Iarge and small component spaces,
However, in an earlier stage ofthe ICI calculation, the number ofthe basis functions is
small and the ICI balancing wouid be insufficient. So, practically, we may need to do an
additional balancing before diagonalization. Detailed examinations of such balancing
methods will be given elsewhere.
3. ICI method applied to the Dirac oscillator, hydrogenlike and heliumlike atoms
3.1 Dirac oscillator
  First, we introduce the Hamiltonian and exact solutions ofthe Dirac oscillator. The
DE ofthe Dirac oscillator is expressed as
                        (ca•(p-itor6)+c2S)ur=Eur (2.28)
The external potential is given by the substitution: p-Årp-icprP, where to is an
oscillator frequency. The Hamiltonian is Iinear to both p and r, so the nonrelativistic
limit becomes quadratic of r . The square root ofthe Hamiltonian is expressed as
                  H2 =c2 (p2 +to 2r2 +c2)7+c2 (4S •L-3) toP (2.29)
where S and L are the spin and spatial angular momentums, respectively. The
second term ofEq. (2.29) is a strong spin-rorbit coupling term and is not appeared in the
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nonrelativistic harmonic oscillator. Eq. (2.28) is the three-tdimensional
simplification to the one-dimensional case is given by
                       c2 c(-Åí+tox)
                                          v=Ev
                    c(?ilt7 + tox) -c2
The exact solution ofEq. (2.30) is written as9
                         E. == Å}c2 1+2lml4
                                        c
                   vt.L = C.L4.E (/ l, r) • exp(-iZ2 12 • x2)
                   Ut.S = C.S4.Erm, (,Zx) • exp(-,L2 1 2 . x2)
                         L ,L(E +cij
                       Cm
                              2Iml'i lml Gk
Cs.
 m
  Z(E. -c






where E. and vt. are the exact energy and wave function with quantum number m :
m=O,Å}1,Å}2,..., respectively. In Eq. (2.32), Hl.1(lx) and HL.L-,(,tx) are the Hermite
polynomials and 1 = th .
  We apply our ICI method to solve the DE ofEq. (2.30). Since the solution for m= O
is quite obvious, we perform the calculation for m=i which contains the spin-orbit
coupling effect in Eq. (2,29). The parity ofthe wave function is determined by m : odd
and even parity for the large and small components, respectively. The initial functions
should be chosen as satisfied these symmetries. Since the Hamiltonian does not contain
any singularity term, the g function need not be introduced. As a result, we adopted
the following g and initial functions,
                                g=1 (2.34)
                          uroL = x - exp(-ax2)
                                                               (2.35)
                          uroS = exp(-ax2)
Gaussian type function is suitable for this system because there is no singularity point in
the Hamiltonian and cusp property is not appeared in the wave function. We examined
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two different calculations to avoid the variational collapse. One is to use the inverse
Hamiltonian and we confirm the Ritz•-type variational property holds. The other is the
normal ICI calculation by using the regular Hamiltonian without any constraint to the
wave function, in which we examine that the ICI method automatically satisfies the
balancing condition (ICI balance). The results are discussed in Sec, 4.
3.2 Hydrogenlike atoms
  The next application is to the hydrogen isoelectronic atoms for which the exact
analytical wave functions are also known same as Dirac oscillator. The DE is written as
                     ((:(".C23i2 (;(-O,,g).,)gv-by (236)
where V = -Z/r . Separated from the angular part, we can write the radial part alone,
                      c2 -l c(- gt -i -r k)
                                             y=Eur (2.37)
                   c(i;tT + i; k) -c2 - i
where k=Å}(1'+112) and l=jÅ}112. 7" i'sa quantum number ofthe total angular
momentum. Exact solution ofEq. (2.37) is written asiO
                    Emk= Å}c2 (i+(. (. -fk +7, ))2 )nif2 (2 3s)
                           7,= k2-(Zlc)2 (2.3g)
                    urm,kL = rik"ieMZ"'•kiMim.kL
                    ut.,kS =-r ik -ie- 4" •k' (E.4km ;k c2 )J,v. ks (2'40)
               w.,kL . xl-(4n•k+lk -k) IX; (xAm•k+rk Lk 1 I71 (cz.,k ; fik , x)]
                                                                 (2.41)
               w.,ks . -xi' (7k'k'Bmik) iZr {xrk'k-Bmik i Fi (a.,k; fik ; X)}
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                      A.,, =c,Z+ Lzl:f B. ,, =c,Z-JLizi.: ,, (2.42)
                    CUm,k =lk +(Am.k+Bm,k)1 2, JBk =1+ 7k (2.43)
where E.,k and gL/.,k are the exact energy and wave function with quantum number
m and k, respectively. Z.,k and x are defined as it.,k= c4-E.,k2 and
x=21.,,r, respectively. ,F, is the confiuent hypergeometric function. Thus, the
relativistic exact wave function has a mild singularity at the position ofthe nucleus.iO
  In the ICI calculations, since the Hamiltonian ofthe hydrogenlike atoms contains the
Coulomb singularity, we have to introduce the g function with the scaled DE (SDE).
We tried three sets ofthe g and initial functions. First is the simplest one,
                                 g=r (2.44)
                          v,L=v,S=exp(-ar) (2.45)
This set has been adopted in the nonrelativistic calculation of the hydrogen atom.4'5
Slater type function is suitable to express a cusp condition at the singularity point.
However, this set can not generate any function expresses a mild singularity at the
nucleus position. Therefore, this set may not be a good choice for the relativistic case.
Second choice is
                                 g=r (2.46)
                         w,L=ur,S =ri"`' exp(-ar) (2.47)
This is an improved type of the set ofEq. (2.44) and Eq. (2.45). A mild singularity is
included in the initial function. The third choice is
                                 g=r6 (2.48)
                          er,L == ur,S=exp(-ar) (2.49)
where 6 is a non-integer number with the region; 112ÅqSÅq1. A mild singularity is
included in the g function. Moreover, several types of scaling mild singularities are
inc!uded to the wave function during the iteration process.
  When using these sets of the g and initial functions, we must calculate the
following form integration to evaluate matrix elements,
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                         J= f,co ri exp(-ar)- dr (2.50)
where 1År-1 , This integral is quite easily calculated by
                                1
                           I=a,.i r(7+l) (2.51)
  We took H (Z==1) and Fe25' (Z =26) as the hydrogenlike atoms: the relativistic effect is
larger for the latter. We performed the calculations by using both the inverse DE and
regular DE.
3.3 Heliumlike atoms
  The final application of our method is to heliumlike two-electron atoms, whose DCE
is the matrix equation ofdimension 16. The Hamiltonian is written as
                (v+2c2)7, c(6,•p2) C(6,•Pl) O
            z),. c(6,•p,) V74 O C(6,•Pi) (2.s2)
                  c(6,•p,) O V7,
                                C(62-P2)
                    O C(61-Pl) c(6,•p,) (V-2c2)7,
where p, and p, are the momentum operators ofelectron 1 and 2, respectively. V
is the scalar potential operator with nuclear charge Z , written as
V=-Zlri'Z/r,+11r,,. The wave functionis composed of guti, tuiS, gLtsi and vtss,
each being 4-vector. The following operators are appeared in the Hamiltonian,
                                       ZZ 1•
                   T,=6,•P,, T,=6,•p,, -, -, - (2.s3)
                                       rl r2 IZ2
                 6i 'pi =(o op 72)• pi, 62 •p, =(72 Qa)•p, (2 s4)
where o and 72 are the Pauli spin matrices and 2x2 unit matrices, respectively.
Explicit formsof 6, and 6, areexpressedas
                 6ll O 612 O 611 612 OO
     6,-osx72= .O,, 66i .9, 662 6,=i,ÅqgÅr6= 6o2i 662 .9, .9, (2-ss)
                  O 621 O 622 O O 621 622
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The wave function must be satisfied anti-symmetric property as
                          vx ii (1, 2) = -ut'X (2, 1)
                          gu iS (1, 2) =-vtSi (2, 1) (2.56)
                          utSS (1, 2) = -tLtSS (2, 1)
In the ICI calculations, we took the g and initial functions as
                           g=1+ r, +r, +r,, (2.s7)
                  utroii =A(Sii2,i!2 XSii2, ii2)
                  wroiS =sii2,v2 Åq21i)pif2."i/2-sif2.ii2 0t pii2,if2 (2,58)
                  g6toSS =A(pm,l12 (8) Plf2,.lf2) '
with A being an anti-symmetrizer, sJ,. means the one-electron orbital of the exact
solution of the hydrogenlike atom with the total angular momentum .li , its z
component m and spatial angular momentum l=O (l is not a quantum number in
the relativistic case). p,,. is similarly defined with l=1. The radial part of s.,.. and
PJ ,. IS Wrltten as
                           z=rik-i exp(-Zr) (2.59)
with a mild singularity 7, = k2 -(Z lc)2 at the nucl eus position.
  We performed the calculations for He (Z=2) and Th88' (Z :90) by using both the
inverse DCE and regular DCE. The results are shown in Sec. 4.
  In the ICI calculations of two-electron systems, the correlated terms r,, are
explicitly appeared in the wave function. Therefore, the formulation becomes very
complicated both for the generation of the ICI wave function and the evaluation of
matrix elements. In the nonrelativistic case, after Hylleraas first found in 1929 that the
correlated terms ri2 were so important to represent electron correlation and rapidly
converge to the exact solution,i5 a quite large number of studies about the explicitly
correlated wave functions have been performed. However, in the relativistic case, there
is little study about the correlated type wave functions. The more accurate solution is
needed not only for the electron correlation but also for the variational calculation in the
relativistic case. In the following subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2, we derive the necessary
formulation and integrals for our ICI calculations and they should be usefu1 not only for
the ICI but also for the Hylleraas type correlated wave functions.
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3.3.1 The generation of the ICI wave functions and the evaluation of matrix
elements
  Since the ICI wave functions are generat ed by the Hami ltonian Z7 and g function,
these operators are used in both the generation of the wave function and evaluation of
matrix elements. In the ICI formalism, as described later, the functions of each 11, ls, sl
and ss components are expressed as iinear combinations ofthe following form,
                                        AA
               4=(Zf(r,,))•g(r,2)-R(r,,r2)e(r,,r,) (i=1,2) (2.6o)
                                                        AAwhere f(r,,) and g(r,,) are the functions of r,,. R(r,,r,) and e(r,,r,) are the
                                                         AAfunctions ofthe radial and angular part, respectively. The angular part (il)(r,,r,) is also
composed of four components as the tensor product of one-electron angular function,
which is composed as preserved the total angular momentum and parities by the angular
momentum composite theorem.i6 In Eq. (2.60), Zf(r,,) may be expanded by means of
the equation,
                Zf(ri2)=-im,,i, ad,il, (6,•r,-6,ir,) (i,J'=i,2) (2.6i)
However, in some cases, for examplef(r.)=r,,, Eq. (2.61) cannot become square
integrable form since it may gives co - co formula. Therefore, we use the no expansion
form of Z-f(il,) like Eq. (2.60) until the stage ofthe evaluation ofmatrix elements.
  We derive the formulation ofsome operatorsto 4 (Eq. (2.60)). The operation ofthe
scalar potential V and g function is obvious. However, the operation ofthe kinetic
Part Z = 6, • p, (i = 1, 2) is very complicated,
            Z4 = Z (( T,f(r, ,)) • g(r, ,)• R(r, , r, )0(rA , rA, )]
             = (T,f(ri2)) ' g(r,2)• (Z (R(r, , r, )0(rA, , rA, )))
              + (ZT,f(ri 2)) • g(ri2)• R(r, , r, )e(F, , rA, )
              +(T,f(ri2))-(Zg(r,,))-R(r,,r,)@(rA,,rA,) (i,J'=l,2)
For the first term ofEq. (2.62), it is convenient to use the following equation,
         7I = 6,•p, = 6 :,lri (6,•r,)(6,•p,)= 6?r' (r, •p, +i6, (r, Å~p,))
          = -i (6i ''1 )( oO,, i ( J




where L, is the spatial angular momentum operator (not total angular momentum
                      A AAoperator): L,--r,xp,. 6,-r, and 6,•L, operate the angular part: ([)(r,,r,). The
explicit forms ofthese angular operators are expressed as follows related to Eq. (2.55),
                        6n•n, O 6,2•n, O
                          O 611•qi O 612•q,
                 6''ni=6,,•n, o 6,,.n, o (2L64)
                          O 621•n, O 622'n,
               Awhere n, means r, or L,. 6,k means the 1' ,k element ofthe Pauli spin matrices
ff . Each element is written in the polar coordinates as •
                     6ii•rAi = cos S, 6ll •Li = L,Z
                     6,, • rA, = sin S, e-'qt 6i2 •L, = L, '
                     62i'rA, =sin S,e'va ' 6,, iL, =L,+ (2-65)
                     622•rA, =-cos S, 622 'L, = -L,Z
                    AAWhen the angular part e(r,,r,) is expressed by the spherical harmonics, the following
relations are usefu1
              )
                (l+m)(l-m)
                     (l-m+1)(l+m+1)
 cos ,9 • Y,M (S, Åqp) .
                           Y,l mM, (S, `1)) +
                                                    nyi (S, q)
                (21+1)(21-1)
                       (21+1)(21+3)
sin z9eiep • Y,M (S, q))
(l+m+1)(l+m+2)
  (21+1)(21+3) (S, q) -
(l-m-1)(l-m)
(21-l)(21+1)
 va+1Yil-1 (S, q)
 sinse-mp-y,m(ig,Åqz,) (ii21M--i)i()il.'iM)) '(ig,cD)- (l-(2Ml'.l))[l27.M3i2)ny,-i(s,{n)
 LZYIM (S, gp) = mYIM (i9, tn)
 LÅ}Y,M(i9,q))= (l+-m)(lÅ}m+1)Y,M"(S,Åqz))
                               (2.66)
  For the second term of Eq. (2.62){ we derive the expansion form ef the function
ZT,f(r,,). For the case of i=j, ZZ is the same operator as the kinetic part of the
nonrelativistic Hamiltonian
                     J
                     Z7] -(6, tP,)(6, •p,)- p,2 =-A, (2.67)
Therefore, this operator is easily calculated by
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                                  d2f 2df
                       ZTif(ri2)=-dr,,2-E•;, dr,, (2'68)
Forthe case of itj, we expand T,f(ri2) firSt,
     nT,f(ri2)= 7] (-i -,,i, aa,4, (6, 'r, -6J ' ri ))
                                                               (2.69)
             =-iTt (", ,dt.II, )(6J''] -6J''i)-",'--l, a`l,ll, (Z(6J'rJ )-7] (6J'ri ))
The first term of Eq. (2.69) is reduced to the form of Eq. (2.60), as 6,•rj and 6,'r,
are already discussed in the above paragraph. The second term of Eq. (2.69) is also
reduced to the form ofEq, (2.60) by using the following equations,
                   Z(6,•r,)=o
                                                               (2.70)
                   71 (6,-r,) = (6,•P,)(6,•r,) = -i6,'6,
The operation of 6, •6, is obvious and it operate the angular part.
  For the third term of Eq. (2.62), we derive the formulation of the function
(T,f(r,,))-(Zg(r,,)) . For the case of i = ]' , the following equation is easily obtained,
         (7If(ri2))•(Zg(rm )) - (-i dg{, 6,•i, )(-i d4\, 6,trA, ) - - ad,\, ad,\, (2•7i)
For the case of i#j, when we consider the special case f(rn):= ri2', g(ri2)=ri2q
and p+g#O and p+g#2, we can use the following relationship,ii
     (T,f(r,,)) • (7]g(r,,)) =• (p + g) (Ppe+ g- 2) (T, T, r,,P'9)+ p +Pgq- 2 r,,P' qU26, • 6, (2.72)
The right hand side of this equation is already discussed and, as a result, the third term
ofEq. (2.62) is also reduced to the form ofEq. (2,60).
  Thus, after the Hamiltonian operates 4 (Eq. (2.60)), the derived functions are also
reduced to linear combination of 4.Therefore, the ICI wave function is expressed as
only linear combination of 4 .
  Next, we introduce how to evaluate matrix elements. As discussed above, since the
wave function can be written as the form 4, we only have to consider the matrix
elements composed by the following bra and ket,
                                              AA          (bJ•a) = (Zf, (]3,)) • g, (r,,) • R, (11 , r, )e, (r, , r, )
                 (ket) = (ZJ fk (ri2)) ny gk (r,,)• R, (r,,r, )e,(rA,,rA,) (2'73)
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As a result, the following integral is obtained,
           l = (R, (r,,r,)e, (rl,rA,) g(r,,)t(Zf(r,,)) R, (r,,r, )e,(rA,,rA, )) (2.74)
When evaluating the matrix element, the Z.f(r,,) part may be expanded by using Eq.
(2.61) but singular type functions may be generated. These type integrals are singular
but integrable, which are discussed in the next subsection, In special case f(r,,)=r,,9
and g(r,,) = r,,' , it is convenient to use the relations derived by Pestka,ii
                 r,,p(zr,,g)= p9+g(Zri2"q) (P+9#O) (2.7s)
                            q(Z ln r.) (p+g-O)
             (R, (r, , r, )e, (rA, , rA, ) (Zf(r,,)) R, (r, , r, )(E), (rA, , rA, ))
             = (7] (Rb(ri,r2)0b(rl,rA,)) f(il,) R, (r,,r,)e,(rA,,rA,)) (2.76)
               - (Rb (r, , r, )e, (rA, , rA, ) f(r, ,) 7I (R, (r, , r, )0, (rA, , rA, )))
In the next subsection, although we discuss about these integrals, the logarithm function
ln r,, is not considered. If you want to use our derived integration method, you should
not use Eq. (2:75) but use Eq. (2.61) for p+q=O.
3.3.2 Integration including mild singular andlor singular potential, based on the
Fourie transformation
  In a general case, the integral we want to calculate is written as not spherically
symmetrlc type,
       Ii = ff(ri,i"2,ri2)•Yi.M"'(S,,q), )Y,,Mb'(S,,Åqp, )Y,.Mc (t9,,ÅqD, )Y,,Md (,9,,Åqp,)• dT, di, (2.77)
Although this integral includes the spherical harmonics, we can reduce it to linear
combination of spherically symmetric integrals. First, we formulate this procedure, By
Edmonds book,i6 a product of the spherical harmonics is given by using the Wigner
3j-symbols and is reduced to a summation ofthe single spherical harmonic,
  Y,.M""(S,,q, )ny'c (S,,q,)
  =('1)M",lil,ii.i,,l((21a+1)(2iiC,,+1)(21+1))i'2(lo' lo' 6)(-l.'. thC, rel.)yim(si,gpi)
                               (2.78)
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where m=-m.+m. . A similar expression is appeared for electron 2:
Yi,Mb" (32,q2)Yi,Md(S2,q,). Therefore, the integral I, is reduced to a linear combination
ofthe following type integral,
               I2 =ff(ri,r2,ri2)•Yi,M' (Si,q)Yi,M2 (S,,q,)-dl,dl, (2.7g)
The integral variables can be separated 'into radial (r,, r,, r,,) and angular (Si, Åqpi,
z ) types with the velume element,
                  dTidT, = ri r2 r, ,dr, dr, dr,,•sin i9, dt9,dcp, dx (2.80)
where x is the angle ofrotation ofthe triangle formed by r,, r, and r,, vectors.
Although S, and q, are not independent variables, Y,,M2(3,,q,) can be transformed
as following by the rotation matrix relations,i6
                 Yil,M2 (S2, Åqp2 )=2Dth`, ,.' (Åqp,, S, , .z )Y,1 ,M (i9, ,, Åqz), ,) (2.81)
                            m
where S,, and q,, arethepolaranglesof r2 relativeto r, and Dh',.. isthematrix
element ofthe rotation operator defined in Edmonds book.i6'i7 When substitution ofthis
formula into the integral I, and integration over S,, q, andxare performed,i8 we
can obtain spherical symmetric type integral,
                         I2=2z/6., ,.,, ei,, .,, l, (l,) (2.s2)
             I3 (l) = i,co r, dr, f,"j r2dr, sc:lil il,dr,,•f(r,,r,,r,,)Pi (cos Si2) (2.83)
where P,(cosS,,) is the Legendre polynomial and cosS,, is expressed by radial
variables
       '
                                 22                    2
                                rl +r2 -r12
                         cosS,= (2.84)
                                   2rir2
The Legendre polynomial is expanded as a finite series polynomial since l is an
lnteger,
                                  l
                            Pi (x) =2b.,,x" (2.s5)
                                 n=O
where b..t is a coefficient defined in some mathematical books written as the
expansion form of the Legendre polynomial. By using the binomial theorem,
Px(COSSi2) is expanded as follows,i9
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             ny (cos i9i2) = 12.ll, b2";i ili.Il, .Ck ]ll,li., kC. (- i)mr,2kL2m-"T,"u2kr,,2m (2.s6)
Substitution Eq. (2.86) into the integral I,(l) leads to a linear combination of the
following type integral,
                I4 = Soco ri dri fooo r,dr, iljiitjii r,,dr,,•f(ri,r2,ri,)ri"r,bri 2C (2.s7)
The integral 1, can also be expressed as 6-coordinate integration of spherically
symmetric type by
                     lr4 = si2 SfO'i,r2, rn )ri"r2b ri 2C •dT, dT, (2.ss)
  Especially, we want to treat relativistic systems for atoms and molecules, whose wave
function has a mild singularity at the poison of the nucleus and the collision point of
electrons.20 Moreover, to recover Ritz-type variational property, we might use the
inverse Hamiltonian. To perform the inverse Hamiltonian approach, we have to
calculate the expectation value of H2, which includes rM2 type singular potential.
Even ifwe do not use the inverse Hamiltonian approach, we must impose some balance
conditions to avoid the variational collapse. Even in this approach, the singular
potentials (r-2 andlor lnr type) are also appeared. The logarithm type potential (lnr)
can also be rewritten as rn2 type singular potential. As a result, we have to calculate
the following type integral when we use the Slater type orbital,
           f(r,,r,,r,,)= r,7i exp(-a,r,)•r,i2 exp(-a,r2)•r,,Y!2 exp(-a,,ri2) (2.89)
     Is =Sriii"(i'S') exp(-afiri)• r2i2T(i'b'2) expGaf2r2)• ri2i'2M(i'42) exp(-afi2ri2)•dTidT2 (2.90)
where ai, a, and cti, are orbital exponents, 1,, 7,,7i2, 6,, 62 and 6,, are
non-integervalues(6,, S, and 6,, indicatemild singularity) and l,, l, and l,, are
positive integer values in general.
  To evaluate the integral I, , a simple way is to use an expansion method for the r,,
part. The following generalization was introduced by Sack,i2
                                co
                        f(ri2)=Zfi (r.,r. )PJ (cos S,,) (2.gl)
                               l=O
where f(J3,) is a function of r,, and P,(cosS,,) is the Lengendre polynomial. r.
and r. are defined as r. = max(r, , r, ) and r. = min(r, , r, ) , respect ively. This approach
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was originally introduced by Pestka.ii He presented some integrations including several
r12 types without exp(-a,,r,,) term: real powers of r12, integer powers of r,2 and
logarithm term (ln r,, ). Basically, the Sack expansion continues to infinite series but, in
some cases, a summation might be truncated in finite series, for example, the case ofthe
integer powers of ri2 more than and equal to -1. However, since we want to treat the
integrals for relativistic systems, the integrals rather include the non-integer real powers
of Jl, and singular types.20 For these integrals, especially for singular types, the Sack
expansion indicates very slow convergence behavior. In Table I, it is indicated how
convergence is slow for the integral of singular types. To accelerate the convergence, a
clever technique is known as the Levin's u transformation,2i Table I also indicates how
this transformation is powerfu1. The Levin's u transformation method indicates good
convergence behavior even by the truncation on the small number of summations.
However, since the optimum number of finite summations exists, it is diffTicult to
achieve any precision. Ifyou continue to calculate large number of summations, result
rather converges to wrong value (show Table I). For the systems including heavy
elements or in a strong magnetic field, since numerical instability is easily caused, the
calculations ofvery high precision are needed.
  So, we suggest the new integration method based on the Fourie transformation to
overcome above problems, Moreover, in our method, the integrals may contain
exp(-a,,Jl,) term. In the method based on the Sack expansion, if exp(-a,,r,,) term is
included in the integrals, the derived equations become very complicated. The idea of
our method is simple. The summary of our method is follows: first, we transform the
real spaces to the Fourie spaces separately performed in r,, r2 and ri2 and second,
the integration over the real spaces is done, and finally, the integration over the Fourie
spaces is performed. This procedure is often applied to calculate molecular integrals of
Gaussian orbital. We indicate this method also shows good performance for Slater type
singular integrals.
  First, we summarize the Fourie transformations for some functions in Table II. Here,
ifthe Fourie transformation is not defined (for example, the integrated value converging
to infinity), our procedure may become no meaning. However, by using the method of
the recursive evaluation,22 the integrals even not defined Fourie transformation can be
calculated. To evaluate the integral Is, Is is redefined as rt,i,i,, : ri,;,i,, =I.s and the
recurrence formula is written as,22
o"2
             ri,i,i,, = (oO., )i' (o2, )i2 (oili,, )ii2 r,,,
                                                               (2.92)
             r,,, = f eXPx(,ili,!iri ) • eXP/,-,.[l,l2i'2 ) • eXPx(, 5,.aojiiri2) • dT,dT,
As a result, we only have to evaluate rooo .
  Next, we describe the procedure ofthe integration of r,,, from simple cases. The
simplestoneisthecase a,,=O, S,=O,6,=O and 6,,=O,
                 I(i) . f eXP(;airi). eXP(i,a2r2).ilt, •dz, dl, (2.93)
The Fourie transformations are performed in r, , r, and r,, parts separately by using
the equations presented in Table II,
      l(i) = (s;,), fdridr2dqidq,dp •e'"i r'erq2"ie'P'(r'-r2)• q,,4+Za,, ' q,24+Za22 'iljti (2-94)
Theintegrationisperformedover r, and r,,
     i(i) = si6 fdqidq2dP ' g,2 la,2 ' q,2 ta,2 '[ilT, '8rz36(qi +p)•8z35(q2 -p) (2.gs)
where 6(x) is the Dirac delta function and we used the following integration of the
delta function,
                           Se'kXdu=sz36(k) (2.96)
Theintegrationover q, and q, isevident,
                    I(i) = 8f dP' p2 ta,2'p2 ta,2 '71T, (2 '97)
Thus, the integral is reduced to one-particle integration. We use the polar coordinates as
p and integratethe angular part,
                    I(i) =32Zfoco dP'p2 1a,2'p2 2a,2 (2[98)
This is a one-dimensional integral and elernentally integrated,
                                  l6z•2
                          l(l) ,.
                                                               (2,99)
                              ala2 (al + a2)
Next, we apply our method to the following singular type integrai,
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                  I(2) .f eXP(r-, CXi ri)[ eXP(iii,Ctr2r2)• r,1,, -dT, dz", (2.100)
When using the method based on the Sack expansion, the expansion continues to
infinity and indicates very slow convergence. However, when using the based on the
Fourie transformation, the integral can be written in a closed form. The procedure ofthe
integration is the same as I(i), '
      I(2) = (s;, ), fdridr2dqidq2dp •eiq' ri eiq2 rieiP C"'T'2) • ai24+Tqi2 • a2,4+Ze22 • 2pZ2
         = 4Zl dP ' a12 lp2 ' cr22 }p2 ') = 16Z2 foco dP ' (a,2 + p2 )P( a,2 +p2) (2'1Oi)
           16z2 ln (:l;/ ) a12 ! a22 (al * a2 )
           8n22 (ai=a2)
            al
More generally, we introduce the integral including a mild singularity and/or singularity
potential, that is, non--integer powers of r,, r, and r,,.Thisintegral is appeared when
we introduce mild singularities into the wave function to express the boundary
conditions at the collision points oftwo particles,
                 I(3) =S eXPr(,i6a, fi ll)• eXP/,k-, .Ill,2r2)• r,,,1. oj, -dT,dT, (2.lo2)
Even in this case, the procedure of the integration is same as I(i) and I(2), but the
final one-dimensional integration is difficult to write down an analytical closed form.
Therefore, in the final step ofthe integration, one-dimensional numerical integration is
needed. However, the several mathematical tools for one-dimensional numerical
integration are available and easy to use. So, we can get the results of any precision
without any difficulty,
    i(3) = 32.i r(i - S,, 2,;;l(i l23F, :ii -,)6i2 i 2)
        f,co dp . sin ((l- S, ) arctan (p,lega. i )) sin ((1 ', 5.i) arctan (p1a2 )) (6, , 6, # 1)
                      (ai2 +p2 )T (a22 +p2 )T p2-oj2
                                (2.103)
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    I(3) =32ni 2oj,rr(li/ +5isil)1 2) f,oo dp . arCtan (P1ai l-aojr,Ctan (P1a2) (s, . 6, = l)
                                (2.104)
Finally, we treat the integral including exp(-a,,r,,) as the most general case,
              l(4) - f eXP,fi,a,'i "i)- eXP,(,-,.Il.I,2"2)• eXP,(, i,.Ctsii"i2)•dT,di, (2.105)
The procedure of the integration is also same as I(i) , I(2) and I(3) ,
I(4) . 32z •r(1 - 6, )r(l - 6, )r (1 - ti,,)•
  s,co dp . sin ((l - 6i ) arct an (p 1 cri )) si \r(4(1 - 52 ) arc4g,$p1 a2 )) sin S-(,1, ,- 6i 2 ) arctan (p 1 ai2 ))
                      (a12+p2)T(a22+p2) 2 (an2+p2) 2 p
(6, , 6, , S,, # 1)
l(4) . 32rr •r(1 - 5,,) f,co dP •
        (2.106)
arct an (p 1 ai ) arctan (p / a, ) sin ((l - 5,, ) arctan (p 1 a,, ))
        l-612(ai22 + p2) 2 p
((S, = (S, =l, (S,, ; 1)
                                (2.107)
    IC4) . 32z .r(1 - 6, )r (1 - 6, )
      s,co dp . Sin ((1 m ii ) arctan (p ! ai )) sin ,(-(,l - 6, ) arcta\n(,p, !a, )) arctan (p 1 a,, )
                           (ai2 +p2 )T (a22 +p2 )-IF p '
      (6,,S, # 1, i,, = 1)
                                (2.108)
Table I summarize the numerical tests for the integrals containing some singular and/or
mild singular potentials, compared three methods: based on Sack expansion, Levin's u
transformation and our method based on the Fourie transforfnation. In our method,
without any difficulty, arbitrary high precision results were obtained. Our method is
suitable for numerically unstable systems required the caiculations of very high
accuracy.
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Table I. The values of some integrals including singular andlor mild singular potentials
are compared among three methods: based on (a) Sack expansion, (b) Livin's u
transformation and (c) Fourie transformation. (a), (b): truncated values. The calculated
integrals are
(1)S exp(-4.0n)1 r,O`-exp(-4 Or,)! r,O` •1! r, ,2•dT, dr2
(2)S exp(-4.0r, )l r,22• exp( -4 0r2 )f r20`• r,222- d T, d T,
(3) j' expG4.0 r, )l r,2 2 ny exp(-4 0r, )l r,O` • exp(1 0r,,)l r, ,2 2 •dr,dT,
(a), (b): l.,. is the maximum number of truncated series and (c): "digits" rneans the
digits calculatin the inte rals numericall . For(a) and (b), the di its are 35.





























                         lntegrali (1)
              Methodi (a) Method: (b)
O.898 568 067 005 019 740 835 3260 O.913 972 803 776 504 482 961 6371
O.904 489 523 947 944 876 268 713 4 O.913 972 803 776 404 450 881 847 7
O.907 123 042 135 819 948 624 077 5 O.913 972 803 776 4e4 466 732 324 5
O.911 531 057 999 935 220 263 0876 1.14 182 111 755 594 841 692 4061
O.913 726 430 237 247 700 212 8192 1.37 213 701 017 433 056 705 9557
O.913 948 144 247 432 833 414 951 8 1.05 818 605 386 020 691 120 436 6
                                Method' (c)
O.913 972 803 776 404 7
O.913 972 803 776 404 450 881 724 1
O.913 972 803 776 4e4 450 881 724 448 757 147 37
                         lntegra!i (2)
              Method[ (a) Methodi (b)
36.7 802 106 933 377 616 144 2298 37.7 950 015 297 816 573. 616 7993
37.I 061 336 379 181 798 150 3577 37.7 950 015 297 818 153 006 2322
 37.2 637 925 828 120 850 653 472 8 37.7 95e O15 297 818 146 249 8985
 37.5 621 025 066 943 999 105 382 7 27.0 963 819 413 I90 799 516 7333
 37.7 578 109 341 805 843 491 2167 26.5 463 899 186 041 635 484 9544
 375 891 027 622 489 510 205 0448 33,7 239711 718475 314 487 3960
                                Methodr (c)
 37.7 950 O15 297 818 1
 377 95e O15 297 818 153 O06 123 5
 37.7 950 O15 297 818 153 O06 124 e96 368 611 98
                          Integral: (3)
                                 Method: (c)
-32.4 574 194 267 573
-32.4 574 194 267 572 455 930 304 4
-32.4 574 194 267 572 455 930 304 429 479 573 25
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Table ll. The Fourie transformation forms of some functions are tabulated.
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4. Results
4.1 Dirac oscillator
  We first performed the ICI calculations of the Dirac oscillator using the scaling g
and initial functions given by Eq, (2.34) and (2.35). The Dirac oscillator is simple but
unique system, in the sense having the force field expressed as vector potential like
systems in a magnetic field and not having scalar potential: V=O. Any singularity
point is not appeared in the Hamiltonian. We summarize in Table III the calculated
energies at the different iteration cycles by using both the inverse and regular DE at the
diagonalization step. One can see that as the iteration proceeds, the energy approaches
the exact value in the both cases using the inverse and regular DE. Figure 2 shows the
convergence behavior ofthe energy.
  When we used the inverse DE at the diagonalization step, the Ritz-type variational
property held and the energy approached the exact value from above. However, when
we used the regular DE, the energies ofthe odd number iteration were higher than the
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previous ones ofthe even number iteration. It means the Ritz•-type variational property
is not always satisfied when using the regular DE. However, as shown in Sec. 2.3, our
ICI method has a possibility that the balancing condition that the relativistic
Hamiltonian demands is automatically satisfied. Although we do not impose any
constraint to the wave function as satisfied balancing condition like the kinetic balance,
the energy and wave function approach the exact ones. It means that the ICI wave
function is automatically satisfied the balancing - i.e., ICI balance. The free ICI
dimensions of the large and small components increases one by one by turns, which
indicates that the wave functions of the large and small components are improved by
turns at the iteration step.
Table llL Relativistic free ICI energy (a.u.
and re lar DE at the dia onalization ste ,
) ofthe Dirac oscillator using the inverse DE
na Mb Energy (Inverse)C Energy (Regular)d
O 2(1,1) 1.28 120 131 1.05 622 029
1 3(1,2) 1.16 873 260 1.16 871 363
2 4(22) 1.03 096 361 1.00 404 1063 S(2,3) 1.01 863 331 1.01 862 955
4 6(3,3) 1.00 298 146 1.00 024 500
5 7(3,4) LOe 172 325 LOO 172 271
6 8(4,4) 1.00 022 290 O.999 990 329
7 9(4,5) 1.0e el1 503 1.eO OI1497
8 10 (5,5) O. 999 992 070 e. 999 974 394
9 11 (5.6) O.999 983 830 0999 983 82510 12 (6,6) O.999 974 689 O.999 ' 973 435
ll 13 (6,7) O.999 974 103 e.999 974 102
12 14 (7,7) O.999 973 464 O.999 973 379
13 15 (7,8) O.999 973 424 . e.999 973 424
14 16 (8,8) O.999 973 381 O.999 973 376
Exact O.999 973 376 O,999 973 376
a Iteration number.
bNumberofthe independent functions for expanding Vf:
c Using the inverse DE with energy shift rv = O .
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Fig.2 Convergence behavior ofthe free ICI energy (a.u.) ofthe Dirac oscillator during
the iteration process. At the diagonalization step, (a) using inverse DE and (b) using
regular DE. The dotted line shows the exact energy.
4.2 Hydrogenlike atoms
  Next application of our theory is to the hydrogen isoelectronic atoms. We performed
the calculations for H (Z==1) and Fe25' (Z==26), the relativistic effect is larger for the
latter one. The Hamiltonian ofthese systems contains the Coulomb potential expressed
through scalar potential and this potential is singular at the nucleus position. Vector
potential is not included in the Hamiltonian: A =O , The case including both scalar and
vector potentials will be studied in the next chapter, in which the hydrogen and helium
atoms in a magnetic field will be discussed. To overcome the singularity problem, we
must use the ICI method based on the scaled DE (SDE) and introduce the g function
to eliminate the singularity. Moreover, in the relativistic case, a mild singularity ofthe
boundary condition at the collision point of two particles becomes so important for the
rapid convergence ofthe wave function to the exact one.
  We first performed the calculations using the g and initial function given by Eq.
(2.44) and Eq. (2.45). This set is the simplest case, which was also used in the
nonrelativistic calculations ofthe hydrogen atom.4'5 From this set ofthe g and initial
fuhction, the ICI method does not generate the wave functions to express mild
singularity. So, too much iteration is needed to represent mild singularity. Table IV
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Table IV• Relativistic free ICI energy (a.u.) of the hydrogenlike atoms (H and Fe2S')
using the inverse DE and regular DE at the diagonalization step. The g and initial
functions ent are Eq. (2.44) and Eq. (2.45): g = r and {Lt L = ux S = exp(-ctr) .
na Mb Energy (inverse)C
Energy (Regular)d
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Exact -O.500 006 657 -341. 097 839 MO.500 006 657 -341. 097 819
a Iteration number.
b Number ofthe independent functions for expanding. Halfand halffor the large and small components.
c Using the inverse DE with energy shift M = O .
d Using the regular DE,
shows the calculated energies using both the inverse and regular DE at different
iteration cycles. For H (Z=1), when using the inverse DE, the Ritz-type variational
property held and the energy approached the exact values from above. Even when we
used the regular DE, we had never experienced the variational collapse and the energy
approached the exact ones from above as well as using the inverse DE. For Fe25',
however, the speed of convergence to the exact values is too slow because the singular
behavior at the nucleus position is more important than H (the relativistic effect
becomes more dominant than H) and not expressed well by using this set ofthe g and
initial function.
  We next performed the calculations using the g and initial functions given by Eq.
(2.46) and Eq. (2.47). The g function is same but the initial function is different from
the calculations of the previous paragraph: Eq. (2.47) contains a mild singularity term
7, given by Eq. (2.39). The calculated energies are shown in Table V For H, the results
implied the good performance as well as the results in Table IV in the both cases using
the inverse and regular DE. Moreover, even for Fe25', we can see the good performance
to converge to the exact values in a few iterations. This means that mild singularity is a
very important boundary condition to achieve the rapid convergence to the exact






Relativistic free ICI energy (a.u.) of the hydrogenlike atoms (H and Fe25')
inverse DE and regular DE at the diagonalization step. The g and initial
tLt are Eq. (2,46) and Eq. (2.47): g =r and y L = vt S = ri" -i exp(-ar) .
Mb Energy (lnverse)C
Energy (Regular)d

















































Exact mO.500 O06 657 -341. 097 839 -O.500 O06 657 -341. 097 839
a Iteration nurnber.
b Number of the independent functions for expanding. Half and halffor the large and small components,
c IJsing the inverse DE with energy shift ld1 = O .
d Using the regular DE.
  In the previous paragraph, we had a mild singularity contained in the initial function.
This is a one choice to satisfy the boundary condition at the nucleus position, But, in the
hydrogenlike atoms, since we know the exact solutions, the term 1, given by Eq.
(2.39) can be adopted the exact one and this may be an anificial choice. To examine our
ICI wave function can be converged to the exact solutions by using the arbitrary set of
the g and initial functions without variational collapse, we performed the calculations
using g and initial functions given by Eq. (2.48) and Eq. (2.49), in which a mild
singularity is expressed in the g function. The results are given in Table VI and Figure
3 shows the convergence behavior ofthe energy using the regular DE for Fe25'. In spite
ofthe irresponsible choice of the singular value g=r99'iOO, the energy approaches to
the exact value in the both cases using the inverse and regular DE for both H and Fe25 i.
It means that one can be permitted to choose the g and initial functions arbitrary but
one should have the wave function satisfy the boundary condition at the nucleus by
including mild singularity in the wave function.
  In Table VII, we calculated the difference between our ICI wave functions and the







Relativistic free ICI energy (a.u.) of the hydrogenlike atoms (H and Fe25')
inverse DE and regular DE at the diagonalization step. The g and initial
gbf are Eq. (2.48) and Eq. (2.49)i g = r99/]OO and tL( L = tu S = ex (-ar).
Mb Energy (lnverse)C Energy (Regular) d






































Exact -O.500 O06 657 -341. 097 839 -O.500 O06 657
-34l. 097 839
a Iteration number.
b Number of the independent functions for expanding.
c Using the inverse DE with energy shitl rv = O .
d Using the regular DE.
Halfand half for the 1arge and small components,
ALot's = [.i VlcvLO' S - tLt,...tLO' S 2 dT]IX2
(2.109)
A ofthe large and small components using the regular DE for Fe2S" was calculated. As
shown in Table VII, the ICI wave function itself also converges to the exact one as well
as the energy. Moreover, the large and small components are simultaneously improved
during the iteration proceeds. This means ICI balance works well for both the large and
small components and the variational collapse is not appeared as far as we do ICI.
Therefore, it is unnecessary to resort the inverse DE.
Table VII. The difference A between the exact and ICI wave function for both large
and small components ofFe25' using the regular DE. The g and initial functions tv,
are Eq. (2.48) and Eq. (2.49)i g=r99'iOO and vx L == gv S = exp(-cur).
na Mb AL (lte25") As (Fe25,)
 O 2 3.3xlo-i
 1 6 9.sxlo-2
 2 12 I.6xlO-2
 3 2o 1.6xlo-3
 4 30 1.2xlo'4






























Fig.3 Convergence behavior of the free ICI
process. The set of g and initial function ut,
and gLt,L = gv,S = exp(-ar). At diagonalization step
regular DE. The dotted line shows the exact energy.
(b) Regtilar DE
                  11
energy (a.u,) of Fe25' during the iteration
  iS Eq. (2.48) and Eq. (2.4g): g.r99'iOO
     , (a) using inverse DE and (b) using
4.3 Heliumlike atoms
  The next application is to the helimulike two-electron atoms. We calculated He (Z= 2)
and Th88' (Z==90) by using the g and initial functions given by Eq. (2.57) and Eq,
(2.58). First, we performed the calculations using the inverse DCE. Table VIII shows
the results. One can see that as the iteration proceeds, the energy approaches the
reference values from above (actually, the inverse energy converged from below). It
means that the method using the inverse DCE at the diagonalization step can be utilized
for solving the many-electron DCE, not only for solving the one-electron DE.i3 In Table
VIII, for He, the energy of Ref 23 is more accurate than that of Ref 7: the former
inciuded Jl, explicitly, but the latter did not.7'23 In these reference calculations,7'23 the
wave functions were made as satisfied the kinetic balance condition. We note here that
the kinetic balance is an approximate one of the strict balance conditions and it is the
simplest Oth order ofthe atomic balance conditions. Moreover, it is difficult to satisfy the
kinetic balance strictiy for the many-electron DCE. For Th88', the value cited Ref 7 is
due to the calculations not including il.. explicitly.7 Since we used the inverse
Hamiltonian, the present energy given in Table VIII should be an upper bound of the
true energy. For Thg8', the reference value is lower than that of our ICI method. To
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Table VllI. Relativistic free ICI energy (a.u.) of the he
usin the inverse DCE at the dia onalization ste .
liumlike atoms (He and Th88')
na Mb EneTgy (H)C Energy ('rh88')c
O 3(1,1,1) -2.75 008 563 -9166. 575 433
1 12 (4,4,4) -2.88 771 973 -9166. 809 415
2 38 (l2,13,13) ..2.90 307 277 --9166. 858 084
3 105 (29,35,41) -2.90 375 350 -9166. 881 423
4 224 (66,69,89) ' -2.90 384 265 -9166. 894 218
5 482 (145,139,198) -2.90 385 116 -9166. 903 050
6 852 (257223,342) -2.90 385 405 -9166. 907 227







b Number ofthe independent functions for expanding {U :
c Using the inverse DE with energy shift J]V = c ,
M (Mll, Mts, Mss)•
expect the true energy for Th88', we estimated the extrapolation value at the iteration co
from our results using the inverse DCE. First, we define the difference of the energies
E as
 n
                            An+i =En .i -En (2.110)
Next, we plot A. at logarithm order and we assume log,,(-A.) obeysthe involution
function, which is determined by the ieast square method from our results. Finally, the
extrapolation value at the large iteration number is estimated by the recursion formula
Eq. (2.110). In our case, we obtained log,,(-A,)= -O.7014•n070'` by the least square
method from the results shown in Table VIII. The extrapolation value at the iteration oo
was -9166. 910 880. Therefore, the true energy for Th88' might be higher than the
reference value and the variational collapse might occur in the reference calculation.7
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Fig.4 The new definition ICI wave function
regular DCE. The enclosed part is the new definition.
operated by the directions ofthe arrows.
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 IX. Relativistic free ICI energy (a.u.) of the heliumlike atoms (He and
the re larDCE at the dia onalization ste .
Th88+)
na Mb Energy (H) Energy (Th88')
O 8(1,4,3) -2.75 011 497 -9166. 696 078
1 32 (4,16,12) -2.88 786 145 -9166. 924 096
2 76 (10,37,29) -2.90 309 958 S166. 930 884
3 163 (21,75,67) -2.90 376 145 -9166. 928 998
4 324 (43,l56,125) -2.90 384 658 --9166. 919 131







b Number of the independent fimctions for expanding ur : M (Mts Mls, Mss)•
  We also performed the calculation using the regular DCE at the diagonalization step.
However, the variational collapse occurred in an earlier stage ofthe ICI calculation. To
overcome it, we redefine the ICI wave function at the iteration n as shown in Fig. 4.
We define the enclosed part ofFig. 4 as the new wave function ofthe iteration n . Table
IX shows the results. For He, the energy monotonically converges to the reference value
from above as well as using the inverse DCE. However, for Th88', the convergence
behavior is not good because the energy does not monotonically converge to the fixed
value. Therefore, we recommend using the inverse procedure at least at the earlier stage
ofthe ICI calculations.
5. Conclusion
  We have proposed a method of solving the DE and DCE for atoms and molecules in
an analytical expansion form. The relativistic ICI automatically generates the wave
function having the exact structure. The exact ICI balancing is done in the iteration
process. For the one-electron atoms, we have never experienced any variational problem
as far as we do ICI. For the two-electron atoms, we could avoid the variational collapse
by introducing the inverse Hamiltonian. Thus, we propose the relativistic free ICI
method and the inverse variational method having the Ritz-like property as a general
method of calculating the exact solutions of the DCE for many-electron atoms and
molecules. This Ritz-like property is very usefu1 in actual calculations where we do not
know the true energy.
  The ICI method of calculating the analytical exact wave functions has been
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confirmed to have a high potentiality for solving the SE of atoms and molecules4'5 and
extended here to solve the relativistic DCE. We have still many things to do in future to
develop this new methodology as a really usefu1 method in quantum chemistry.
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Chapter 3
Hydrogenand Helium Atoms in a Strong Magnetic
Field
Abstract:
  The hydrogen and helium atoms in a strong magnetic field have been studied with
both the nonrelativistic and relativistic calculations by using the ICI method. These
systems are interesting from the astrophysics, chaotic file' d, condensed matter physics
and so on, for example, strong magnetic fields exist on the surface ofthe white dwarf
and neutron stars and the spectroscopic studies are very important for studying what
atoms exist there. For the hydrogen atom in a strong magnetic filed, very high precision
could be achieved with both the non--relativistic and relativistic calculations. Some
excited states were also obtained, which were important to discuss the spectra from the
white dwarf and neutron stars in the presence of very strong magnetic field. For the
helium atom, the excellent results were also obtained. The present study is the first
accurate relativistic calculation of the helium atom in a strong magnetic field with
explicitly correlated type functions. The ICI method also showed the satisfactory results
even for the Zeeman Hamiltonian.
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 1. Introduction
   In 1896, since Zeernan first fouAd the splitting ofthe spectra in a magnetic field, the
 atoms in a magnetic field have been much studied both theoretically and experimentally.
 They are interesting from various scientific fieids. For example, in the astrophysics,
because it has been discovered that a very strong magnetic field exists on white dwarf
and neutron stars, the spectra ofthe hydrogen and helium atoms has been studied.i'2 In
these astrophysical objects, extremely strong magnetic fields (B fu 10' -108 G on white
dwarf stars and B fu 10iO -10i3G on neutron stars) are appeared on their surface. They
are also interesting from the chaotic field, since the hydrogen atom in a magnetic field is
the one of the systems the classical motion displays chaotic behavior in regimes and
accurate quantum calculations are possible.3-5 In others, they are of interests in
solid-state condensed matter physics and so on.6
  Several methodologies to solve these systems have been reported in the literatures.7-i5
Recently, Nakatsuji studied the structure ofthe exact wave function and established the
general method for solving the Schr6dinger equation (SE) and proposed the ICI method
to construct the exact wave function.i6-20 We have applied the ICI method to the
hydrogen, helium, lithium, bery11ium and boron atoms and hydrogen molecules and the
results were very satisfactory.i8`20 We also extended the ICI theory to the relativlstic
case for solving the relativistic Dirac equation (DE) and Dirac-Coulomb equation
(DCE) 2i'22 The relativistic calculations of the Dirac oscillator, hydrogen and helium
atoms have been performed.2i'22 However, these systems were solved in no magnetic
field and did not contain the vector potential in their Hamiltonian (except for the Dirac
oscillator). The systems compete scalar potential (the Coulomb potential) with vector
potential are not solved yet. In this chapter, we apply the ICI method to the systems in a
magnetic field at both the nonrelativistic and relativistic levels and compare our results
with the reference results. We explain the mathematics and computational aspects in Sec.
2. The results are discussed in Sec. 3, The conclusion ofthis study is given in the last
sectlon.
2. Fermulation
  We want to calculate the systems in a magnetic field with the Coulomb potential of
the nuclear-electron attraction and the electron-electron repulsion. The Coulomb
potential is written as scalar potential V but the magnetic interaction is accomplished
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through vector potential A . For one-electron system, the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian of
the SE is written as
                Hs =gp2+2i, A2 +tA•p+tt 6• rotA +V (3.i)
where p is the momentum operator and c is the velocity of light. The relativistic
Hamiltonian of one-electron system is written as
                         H. =ca•n+ 13c2+UI, (3.2)
                         (V+c2)i, c(6-(p+g))
                  HD =
                                                     (3.3)
                        C(6i(P+e)) (V-c2)I,
The vector potential is included in the substitution of p for n=p+A/c. a and ,l9
are defined as
                       a-(2 g),6-(i,2 -O,,) (3.4)
where 6 is the Pauli matrix. The nonrelativistic Hamiltonian Eq. (3.1) is rather derived
from the relativistic Hamiltonian Eq. (3.2) by taking the nonrelativistic limit c --År oo
with the Coulomb gauge divA = O. For the hydrogenlike atoms in a uniform magnetic
field B , the Coulomb potential and vector potential are written as
                                   Z
                              V=-- (3.5)
                                   r
                                 B
                              A=-xr (3.6)
                                  2
with nuclear charge Z , The atomic unit of magnetic field is 2.35*' 109 G We adopt the
Coulomb gauge for vector potential: divA = O . Ifthe direction ofthe uniform magnetic
fieldis z axis, B isexpressedas B=(O,O,B).
  The Hamiltonian of two-electron system in a uniform magnetic field is simply
extended from one-electron system. The nonrelativistic Hamiltonian ofthe SE is written
as
             Hs == ll.1, Gp,2+2i, A,2 +tA, •p, +liilt2T6, •rotA,)+V (3-7)





(V + 2c2) I,
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              o
      o. VI,
C(6,•(p,+ÅqIl'-)) c(6,•(p,+4iL•))
      o
C(6, '(Pi +ÅÄ' ))
C(62 '(P, +S' ))
  (V-2c2)I,
                                (3,8)
where 6, and 6, are defined as 6,=6ÅqE9I, and 6,=1,(E96,respectively. The
wave function is composed of l6 components. Scalar and vector potentials of the
heliumlike atoms in a uniform magnetic field are written as
                                Z Z 1
                           V=----+- (3.9)
                                rl 1'2 rl2
                                  B
                              A, =-iiLxr, (3.lo)
  To solve the nonrelativistic SE or relativistic DCE in a magnetic field, we use the ICI
method for both the nonrelativistic and relativistic cases,i6-22 in which the ICI wave
function is defined by a recurrence formula as
                       VXn+i =[1+Cng(H-E. )] Y. (3.11)
where C. is a variational parameter at the iteration n. The scale factor g is
introduced to avoid the singularity problem ofthe Coulomb potential. It is proved in the
literatures that the ICI wave function of Eq. (3.ll) gives the exact wave function at
convergence.i6'i9 We introduce the free ICI method to accelerate the convergence speed,
in which the wave function at the iteration n+1 is expressed as
                                  ali
                             Vin+i :2Ciipi (3.l2)
                                  i
where {ip,} is the independent function included in y,., and c, is its independent
variational parameter of ip,. In the relativistic calculations, the so-called variational
collapse may be an obstacle to perform the variational calculations, To overcome this
problem, one method is using the inverse Hamiltonian HT' at the diagonalization step.
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The other method is to satisfy some balancing conditions to the wave function. The ICI
method automatically generates the wave function satisfied the balancing condition -
i.e., ICI balance, in this case, we need not use the inverse Hamiltonian and may use the
regular Hamiltonian H.2i'22 More details of the ICI method were discussed in the
previous chapter and the literatures.i6'22
  First, we apply the ICI method to solve the SE and DCE ofthe hydrogen atom in a
uniform magnetic field. In the ICI method, at first, we need determine the two
freedomsi the g and initial functions ur,, The choice of these functions is so
important because it determines the speed of convergence to the exact solution. For the
nonrelativistic SE of the hydrogen atom, the exact solutions are understood in the two
limits (B=O or Z=O), and they gives us some hints to construct the exact wave
function ofthe no limit case (BgtO and Z#O). In the limit B=O, as well known,
the exact solution is expressed as the Slater orbital in the polar coordinates,
                      tLtge.:,O, =Zr' exp(-ar)•Y,M(S, ip) (3.13)
                             i
where Y,M is the spherical harmonic with the quantum numbers: l and m. In the
limit Z=O, the exact solution is expressed as the Landau orbital in the cylindrical
coordinates,
                   t`t3.:.O, =2pi exp(-fip2)-exp(imip+i ,z) (3.14)
                          i
where p is defined as p= x2+y2 and m and p. are quantum numbers.23
Considering these two exact limits, we adopted the following initial function for the
nonrelativistic calculations
                     )
                          uT,S =e-a'-fiP2 -Y,M(S, q,) (3.15)
We calculated the s state (even parity state) and the lowest p state of the Zeeman
splitting (odd parity state). In the relativistic case, we should introduce so-called mild
singularity to express the boundary condition at the nucleus position in addition to the
nonrelativistic case
               '
                   utoD-(SzlllllZIillilllr.i;g:;.;l(,Z]$l) (3i6)
where e,,,,.i is composed of two components and the eigenfunction of the total
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angular momentum, its z component and parity: L 1', and z. C, is also
composed oftwo components. We use the following simple g function to avoid the
singularity ofthe Coulomb potential,
                                 g=r (3.l7)
When we use these g and initial functions, the ICI method automatically generates the
following functionai space in the polar coordinates,
                  (z6 =rr"i+ne-cxtT!7,2sin2S.(cos t;)" (sin ,sl)b .e'Mep (3.18)
This type functions are similar to the basis set introduced by Chen and Goldman.8'9
Although these functions cover the wide range of magnetic field strength, the functions
expressed by the cylindrical or parabolic coordinates may become better choice in the
extremely strong magnetic field like on the neutron starts.
  Next, we apply our method to the helium atom in a uniform magnetic field. In the
extremely strong magnetic field, the functions or basis set should be expressed in the
cylindrical or parabolic coordinates to expect more rapid convergence to the exact
solution, similar to the hydrogen atom. In the middle range of magnetic filed, the
spherical and cylindrical symmetries compete each other. For the ICI method, we want
to choose the g and initial functions as well as the hydrogen atom like Eq. (3.15) to
Eq. (3.17). However, ifthe initial function contains the term exp(-fip2), the generated
functions are difficult to evaluate the integrals to estimate matrix elements. Therefore,
we use the initial function of spherical type. The ICI method automatically generates the
functions having cylindrical symmetry. Nevertheless, since the rapid convergence is
expected by the term exp(-6p2), we try to solve their integral problem and the results
will be discussed elsewhere. In the nonrelativistic case, we calculated the two states
correspond to the iSo and 3Po symmetries in the B =O. The iSo state has totally zero
angular momentum, in which both the spin and orbital angular momentums are zero, so
this state has an anti-magnetic property. In contrast, the 3Po state is triplet, so this state
has a ferro-magnetic property and the energy becomes more stable at higher magnetic
fields. For the ICI method, the g function we chose was a summation type as
                            g=1+ r, +IA, +11, (3.19)
We adopted the spherical type initial function,
              gttoS =(1+(-1)th2 ,Pi2)(e-ai'iLa2'2 •eALI,,i, (Si,qi,S2,Åë2 )) (3•20)
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where P,, is the permutation operator exchange electrons and for the singlet state,
p,,=1 and for the triplet state, p,,=-1. eY,,,,,, is the eigenfunction ofthe spatial
angular momentum made from a linear combination of the product of the one-electron
spherical harmonics by the angular momentum composite theorem given in the
Edmond's book.24 In the relativistic calculation, we calculated the So state by using the
inverse method at the diagonalization step. The initial function is given by
              c,llA {111' 1r2 r-i exp(-a, ll - ct2 l"2 ) - eJr, )P, ,,,., .., U (Sl , ql , S2 , q2 )}
        g`t,D- c,'s(:":l-iXi,e,X.P,((--`.i,"rl-`X.'Ii.,))e.J'l;!s,rr;,";IS,f/gLq,',il,i9,2Iff,',23) (32i)
              cotiA {il 7-ir2 rNi exp(-ai jl - a2r2 ) • el', ;l'L,,., .., SS (S] , opi , S2 , Åë2 )
where A is the anti-symmetrizer defined as A=1-]P,,, (E)2;F,h,.,,., is the composite
eigenfunction of the total angular mementum and parity made from the one-electron
eigenfunctions. When we use the g and initial functions given in Eq. (3.l9) to Eq.
(3.21), the generated functional space is written as Slater type orbital with the spherical
harmonics,
              cz5 = ri ii -i'ig r2 72 Ti'"i ri2ig2e-ai'i-at2'2 • Yt,Mi (,Sli , tpi )Yt,M2 (S2, gp2 ) (3.22)
Although this form is not suitable for extremely strong magnetic field, the necessary
formulation and integrals are almost same as the systems of B=O and they were
already given in the previous chapter. For extremely strong magnetic field, the
mathematics based on the cylindrical coordinates will be studied elsewhere.
  Finally, for convenience, we give some formulation and integrals to evaluate matrix
elements for the present systems. The formulation is given in the polar coordinates. First
we derive the operation of 6•A, which is appeared in the relativistic calculation
including vector potential to express magnetic field. In a uniform magnetic field ofthe
z direction, vector potential is written as follows in the polar coordinates,
                  11
              A = iBÅ~ r = s(B,z - B,y, B,x- B.z, B.y - B,,x)
                                                                 (3.23)
                = 'ill (-By, Bx, O) = {l (-r sin s sin q, r sin s cos q, o)
Therefore, the operation of 6•A is expressed in the polar coordinates as
7
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                6•A= o.A. +cryAy +a,A,
                      Br
                    = -iii- (- sinSsin q• a.,sinScos q• ff,,o) (3 .24)
                    " Nl2Br (m slnOs emp SM So e"op )
Ifwe consider the magnetic field introduCed by the nuclear magnetic moment p, vector
potential is written in the point nucleus model as
                              1r
                          A=sBxr+px ;r, (3.25)
In this case, the formulation ofthe second term ofEq. (3.25) is similar to the first term,
                6•A:-i -B2r+lf,-)(fisinOs.e. sinS6eUiop) (3.26)
                       (
However, the singular potential r-2 is appeared in vector potential. In the relativistic
calculations, the inverse method was proposed to avoid the variational collapse,2i;22'25 in
which we need the expectation values ofthe square Hamiltonian H2 . Since Eq. (3,26)
contains the singular potential r 2, the square Hamiltonian H2 includes divergence
terms. To overcome this problem, we have to use the g function even at the
diagonalization step or use a finite nucleus model. The details will be studied elsewhere.
The formulation of 6•p in the polar coordinates is expressed as
                       6•p- -i6•i(8, -l. (6•L)l (3.27)
The 6 • 1 and 6 • L operate the angular coordinates and written as
                      6•i-(,,fio,si, si-n,36,eg'ep) (3.2,)
                           6L-(2i -L,`,) (32g)
The operators ofthe spatial angular momentum are expressed in the polar coordinates as
                  Lz .wia
                        0q
                  L' =: LX+iL' =e'q -zllt7+ieiop l,O. .SsS zi} (3.30)
                  L = LX - iLy = -emiq -{2.+ie'iq COSS -{iL
                                  03 sinS Oq
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For the helium atom, when we use the g and initial functions given in Eq. (3.19) to Eq.
(3.21), the integrals appeared in the evaluation of matrix elements are same as the
calculations of B = O . These integrals were already discussed in the previous chapter.
For the hydrogen atom, when we use the g and initial functions given in Eq. (3.15) to
Eq. (3. 17), the necessary integral is written as
        I . .(e-arfifi(rsmS)2 . ri (coss)" (sin s)b e'mop • dr
         = 2nioco dr •rY'2e-crr So" ds •er' fi("smS)2 (coss)a (sin s)bii (3.3 1)
         -2zr(li'.2.),r,:ii)f,cod, ,n2,-ati,F, (b;2 a+g+3 -6,o)
where ,F, is the confluent geometric function. In the final step, we need perform an
one-dimensional numerical integration. In Eq. (3.31), if m#O or a=odo, I=O.
This integration was first derived by Chen and Goldman.8'9
3. Results
  We first discuss about the nonrelativistic calculation of the hydrogen atom in a
uniform intense magnetic field. In the ICI method, we used the scaling g and initial
functions given in Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.15), respectively. The nonlinear parameters of
the initial funct ions are a= l, /9 = Bl4 for B=1, a= 5, /3 = B!4 for B= 500 and
af =10,,B =Bl4 for B= 5000. Table I shows the calculated energies ofthe 1si/2 state
in the magnetic field B= 1 at different iteration cycles ofthe ICI recurrence formula.
In the present free ICI method, the obtained value considerable exceeded the reference
value given at the bottom of the table.7 We obtained the energy of the accuracy about
33-35 digits at the iteration 20 with the dimension 860. The set of the g and initial
functions given in Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3,15) indicates good performance Qven in the
systems compete the Coulomb potential with the magnetic field. Table II shows the
energies ofthe 1sin states at the iteration 20 with the dimension 860 and the 2p3i2 states
at the iteration 15 with the dimension 496 in the magnetic field B=1,500,5000. In the
magnetic field B=1, the free ICI energy of the 2p3i2 state also shows good
performance as well as the lsif2 state, However, in the very strong magnetic field
B=500,5000, the reference values are slightly better than our ICI results. In the
reference study, the basis functions are written in the parabolic coordinates. This is a
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clever choice for very strong magnetic field because the wave function is extremely
distorted from spherical symmetry. To achieve the rapid convergence, the functional
space generated by the ICI method is so important and the coordinates we select are also
important to deterrriine the suitable iRdependent free ICI functions for the systems. In
the present calculations, the g and initial functions and the coordinates are suitable for
middle range of magnetic field strength' but may not be the best choice for extremely
strong magnetic field. At least, the coordinates should be cylindrical or parabolic
                                                           'coordinates.
Table I. Hydrogen atom of the
calculation,
lsin state in a magnetic field B =1 by the nonrelativistic
na Mb Energy (a.u.)
O 1 -•O.8e2 823 296 270 760 288 697 137 002 693 579 228
1 5 • -O.830 651 472 238 754 549 9g6 109 910 670 042 259
2 14 -e.831 156 821 764 373 528 6S9 267 608 173 969 909
3 27 -O.831 168 644 226 3L 26 985 625 750 272 165 327 973
4 44 -O.831 168 891 478 990 877 775 432 971 706 712 803
5 65 •-O.831 168 896 622 351 813 S15 796 169 966 885 950
6 90 -O.831 168 896 730 799 301 599 214 073 626 700 088
7 119 -O.831 168 896 733 107 530 408 437 806 273 932 9g8
8 152 -O.831 168 896 733 156 949 708 188 274 214 704 640
9 189 -O.831 168 896 733 158 012 194 316 101 778 651 053
10 230 -O.831 168 896 733 158 035 104 415 809 763 186 529
11 275 -O.831 168 896 733 158 035 599 352 789454 242416
12 324 -O.831 168 896 733 158 035 610 061 024 550 874 661
l3 377 -•O.831 168 896 733 1f8 e35 610 293 085 313 968 647
14 434 --O.831 168 896 733 158 035 610 298 122 577 941 181
15 495 -O.831 168 896 733 158 035 610 298 232 067 649 271
l6 560 -O.831 168 896 733 158 035 610 298 234 450 479 382
17 629 -O.831 168 896 733 158 035 610 298 234 502 401 738
18 702 -O.831 168 896 733 158 035 610 298 234fe3 534 418
19 779 -e.831 168 896 733 1S8 e35 610 298 234 503 559 153
20 860 -O.831 168 896 733 158 035 610 298 234 503 559 694
Ref. 7 -O.831 168 896 733 158 035 610 2
a Iteration number,
b Number of the independent functions,
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Table ll. Hydrogen atom of the lsif2 and 2p3f2 states in a magnetic field B==1, B=5eO
and B== 5000 by the nonrelativistic calculation. Iteration number: n and number of
independent functions: M are n=20, M= 860 for 1si!2 and n=lS, M==496 for 2p3i2.










-O.831 168 896 733 158 035 61e 298 234 503 559 694 -O.831 168 896 733 158 035 610 2
-O.456 597 058 423 752 111 164 921 868 213 -O.456 597 05g 423 752 1Il•164
-6.25 7e8 767 468 056 188 188
--
4.53 124 638 073 446 570 868
-11.8 734 182 826 810 767 626
-9.04 139 866 234 804 765 484
-6.25 7e8 767 468 056 189 04
-11.8 734 182 826 812 097 44
  Next, we summarize the results of the relativistic calculations ofthe hydrogen atom
in the same magnetic fields as the nonrelativistic calculations. We performed the
calculations using the inverse and regular Hamiltonian at the diagonalization step. The
g and initial functions we selected were given in Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.16). We used
the same nonlinear parameters of the initial functions as the nonrelativistic case:
a= l, iB =B14 for B=1, a= 5, ,B =B14 for B= 500 and a=10, ,B =B14 for
B = 5000. Table III shows the calculated energies ofthe 1sii2 state in the magnetic field
B = 1 . When we use the inverse Hamiltonian at the diagonalization step, the energy is
improved as approaching the exact solution from above, which indicates the Ritz type
variational property holds. When we used the reguiar Hamiltonian at the diagonalization
step, the obtained energies at the even number iteration converged to the exact solution
but the energies at the odd number iteration indicated the variational collapse. It
suggests that the ICI balance to perform the variational calculations is satisfied at the
even number iteration and the balancing condition of the large and small components is
improved by turns ofthe iterations. At the even number iteration, the functions to satisfy
the balancing condition are generated. In contrast, at the odd number iteration, the
functions to extend the functional space are generated but the functions to satisfy the
balancing condition are not generated yet at least for electronic states, As shown in
Table III, the energies we obtained improved the reference values about 6 decimal
figures.8 Table IV shows the energies of the lsy2 states at the iteration 16 with the
dimension 867 (192,225,225,225) and the 2p3/2 states at the iteration 16 with the
dimension M-902 (200,234,234,234) in the magnetic field B=1,500,5000 by using
both the inverse and regular Hamiltonian at the diagonalization step. In the all magnetic
field B=1,500,5000, our results are more accurate than the reference values.8 Similar
to the nonrelativistic case, to expect more rapid convergence in very strong magnetic
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Table llI. Hydrogen atom ofthe lsif2 state in a magnetic field B=1 by
calculation usin both inverse and re ular DE at the dia onalization ste .
the relativistic



































-O.802 823 887 449 331 513
-O.827 945 467 O12 769 097
-O.830 662 045 709 567 475
-e.831 120 466 080 318 975
-O.831 162 248 268 893 11l
-O.831 172 214 323 411 421
-O.831 172 989 037 674 849
-e.831 173 205 517 109 161
-O.831 173 220 849 895 160
ny- O.831 173 225 511 341 426
-e.831 173 225 822 871 031
-O.831 173 225 923 172 682
-e,831 173 225 929 607 197
-O.831 173 225 931 765 080
-O.831 173 225 931 899 483
-O.831 173 225 931 945 943
-O.831 173 225 931 948 773
-O.802 826 512 118 055 045
-2.37 861 661 357 269 493
-O.830 663 055 O05 888 350
-4.20 O19 929 515 919 493
-O.831 162 255 449 890 315
-6.00 745 202 757 182 890
-O.831 172 989 132 705 172
-7,79 264 876 379 615 195
-O.831 173 220 851 463 187
-9,56 201 169 362 397 590
-O.831 173 225 822 907 250
-11.3 l96 540 321 204 703
-O.831 173 225 929 608 049
-13.0 682 214 956 495 O16
-O.831 173 225 931 899 504
-14.8 095 050 911 257 60e
-O.831 173 225 931 948 774
Ref. 8
-O,831 173 226 -O.83l 173 226
a Iteration number.
b Number ofthe independent functions for expanding Vr i M (MLi, ML2, Msi, Ms2)-
field, we should use the cylindrical or parabolic coordinates. The relativistic correction
from the nonrelativistic energy is small for the hydrogen atom (Z = 1 ) but the difference
between the nonrelativistic and relativistic energies becomes slightly large by increasing
magnetic field strength. This differences AE= E,,i-E...,,i are -4.3Å~10-6, 5.5Å~10rm5
and 3.3Å~10-` for B=1, B=500 and B=5000,respectively.
Table IV. Hydrogen atom of the lsii2 and 2p3i2 states in a magnetic field B=1,
and B= 5000 by the relativistic calculation using both inverse and regular DE
diagonalization step. Iteration number: n and number of independent functions:
n=16, M=867 (192,225,225,225) for lsu2 and n=16,
B State Energy (a.u.) (Inverse)
                            B-500
                             at the
                            M are
M=:902 (200,234,234,234) for 2p3i2.










-O.831 173 225 931 948 773
-O.456 597 236 75e 452 OOl
-6.25 703 258 758 308 998
-4.53 121 620 594 537
-11.8 730 884 O06 583
-9.04 121 822 465 259
-O.831 173 225 931 948
-' O,456 597 236 75e 452
-6.25 703 258 758 402
-4.53 121 620 672 520
-11.8 730 884 025 355








Table V. Helium atom ofthe iSo and 3
b thenonrelativisticcalculation.
Po states in a magnetic field B=O.5, B=1 and B==5
na
ISo 3Po
Mb Energy (a,u,) Mb Energy (a,u.)
B= O.5
     O 1 -2.71 875 000 000 1 -1.26 374 742 798
     1 11 -2.85 517 267 872 20 -2.47 646 119 926
     2 91 -2.85 621 994 405 l69 -2.48 020 243 581
     3 438 -2.85 623 669 370 913 -2.48 053 807 174
ReÅí l3
Ref, 14 -2.85 5859
Ret 15
B=1
     O 1 -2.62 500 000 000 1 -1.60 437 242 798
     1 11 -2.72 918 264 280 20 -2.70 899 955 438
     2 91 -2.73 035 725 975 169 -2.73 068 040 588
     3 438 -2.73 e37 849 564 913 -2.73 355 366 641
Ref. 13 -2.73 0373
Ref. 14 -2.72 9508
Ref. l5 -2,73 038 -2,73 748
B=5
     O l 3.28 125 000 000 l 3.69 438 014 403
     1 11 -0533 042 840 793 20 -3.54 852 315 575
     2 91 -O.573 897 655 725 169 -3.85 616 533 898
     3 438 -O.575 630 909 124 913 --3.91 680 071 945
   Ref. 13 -O.5755
   Ref. 14 -O,574 877
   Ref, 15
a Iteration number.
b Number ofthe independent fiunctions.
  We next performed the nonrelativistic ICI calculations of the helium atom in a
magnetic field. We summarize in Table V the calculated energies of the iSo and 3Po
states in the magnetic field B=O.5,1,5. In ICI, we used the g and initial functions
given in Eq. (3.19) and Eq. (3.20). The nonlinear parameters in the initial functions are
a=2, a=2 and a=4 for B=O,5, B=1 and B=5, respectively. For more
stronger magnetic field than B = 5, the spherical functional space we used may poorly
represents the wave function of cylindrical shape, so we did not calculate them in this
thesis. However, in our calculations, since the wave function contains the explicitly
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correlated terms J12, accurate electron correlations may be represented in the wave
function. As shown in Table V, the energy appears to converge to the exact solution and
the agreement with the reference calculations.i3-i5 For the iSo state, our resuits at the
iteration 3 are the best values compared to the literature values in the all magnetic field
strength. For the 3Po state, the ICI method also indicates good performance. Since the
3Po state has the parallel spin, the energy becomes stable by increasing magnetic filed
strength. In contrast, since the iSo state has the unparallel spin, this state indicates an
anti-ferromagnetic property. Inthe magnetic field B=O and B=O.5, the ground state
is the iSo state. However, in the magnetic field B=1 and B=5, the ground state
changes from iSo state to the triplet state. Calculating the ground and many excited
states is important to study spectra in the astrophysics.
Table VI. Helium atom ofthe iSo state in a magnetic field B==O.5,
relativistic calculation using inverse DE at the dia onalization step.
B=l and B=5 by the





   7 (1 ,2 ,4)
 88 (35,41,12)
534 (229,133,l72)
-2.71 884 542 381
-2,85 528 180 967
-2.85 628 511 025
Nonrelativistic





   7(l2,4)
 88 (35,41,12)
534 (229,l33,172)
-2.62 512 463 617
-2,72 935 Oe6 715
-2.73 O17 320 172
Nonrelativistic





   7(1,2,4)
 88 (35,41,l2)
534 (229,133,l72)
O.374 059 092 990
-O.513 296 152 963
-O.550 498 994 370
Norllrelativistic
-O.575 630 909 l24
a Iteration number,
b Number of the independent functions for expanding gLt i M (Mll, Mls, Mss)•
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  Finally, we performed the relativistic calculations ofthe helium atom ofthe iSo state
in the magnetic field B=O,5,l,5. To avoid the variational collapse, we used the inverse
Hamiltonian at the diagonalization step. We chose the g and initial functions given in
Eq. (3.19) and Eq. (3.21) and we used the same nonlinear parameters in the initial
function as the nonrelativistic calculations: a=2, a=2 and a=4 for B=Q5,
B=1 and B=5, respectively. We summarize the calculated energies in Table VI. Our
wave functions include the correlation terms il, explicitly, therefore, this thesis is the
fust accurate calculations ofthe helium atom in a magnetic field at the relativistic level.
Although the Hamiltonian contained vector potential with scalar potential, the
variational collapse did not occur as far as ICI and using the inverse Hamiltonian. As
shown in Table VI, the energy appears to converge to the exact solution from above
without any variational problem in the all magnetic field. The relativistic corrections
from the nonrelativisitc results are also small same as the hydrogen atom. The
differences between the relativistic and nonrelativistic energies ZNE=E,,i -E...,,t are
-4.8Å~10'5, 2.1Å~10-4 and 2.5xlOL2 for B=O.5, B=1 and B=5, respectively.
The relativistic corrections become large by increasing the magnetic field strength and
the sign of ZV!l changes from B=O.5 to B=l, this is the same trends as the
hydrogen atom.
4. Conclusion
  We have studied the hydrogen and helium atoms in a uniform magnetic field by using
the ICI method in the nonrelativistic and reiativistic calculations. The ICI method also
indicates very good performance even for the systems in a magnetic field. In not only
the nonrelativistic calculations but also the relativistic calculations, the variational
calculations are performed and the energy of the ICI converges to the exact solution
from above without any variational collapse.
  For the hydrogen atom in the nonrelativistic calculations, we obtained the energy of
the accuracy about 33•-35 digits and improve the best literature value in the magnetic
field strength B = 1 . However, in the extremely strong magnetic field, the speed ofthe
convergence to the exact solution was slow because the coordinates we used were
suitable for middle range of magnetic field strength but not suitable for extremely strong
field, in whose systems cylindrical or parabolic coordinates may be best choice. We will
perform the calculations in these coordinates elsewhere. Also in the relativistic
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calculations, our ICI energies improved the reference values. The variational collapse
did not occur even when we used the re.qular Hamiltonian at the diagonalization step.
  For the helium atom in the nonrelativistic calculations, we could obtain the very
accurate results and improve the literature values in almost cases. Similar to the
hydrogen atom, the choice of the coordinates is important and we should choose the
cylindrical or parabolic coordinates -for extremely strong magnetic field, In the
relativistic level, this thesis is the fust accurate calculation includes the explicitly
correlated terms r,, in the wave functions. We used the inverse Hamiltonian at the
diagonalization step and any variational collapse did not occur.
  By using the ICI method, it becomes possible to calculate the systems in a strong
magnetic field accurately at both the nonrelativistic and relativistic levels. More
accurate calculations for extremely strong magnetic field and more interesting physical
properties will be discussed elsewhere.
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Part II
  Theoretical Study for the Reversible 02 Binding








  Electronic mechanism of the reversible 02 binding by heme was studied by using
Density Functional Theory calculations. The ground state of oxyheme was calculated to
be open singlet state (Fe(S=112)+02(S=112)). The potential energy surface for the
singlet state is associative, while that for triplet state is dissociative. Since the ground
state of the 02 + deoxyheme system is triplet in the dissociation limit
(Fe(S==2)+02(S =1)), the 02 binding process requires relativistic spin-orbit interaction to
accomplish the intersystem crossing from triplet to singlet states. Owing to the
singlet-triplet crossing, the activation energies for both 02 binding and dissociation
become moderate and hence reversible. We also found that the deviation ofthe Fe atom
from the porphyrin plane is also important reaction coordinate for 02 binding, The




  Hemoglobin and myoglobin play indispensable roles in the living body: transport and
storage ofdioxygen. These processes have been studied in detail both theoretically and
experimentallyi-iO Hemoglobin and myoglobin have the same active site, heme
(Fe-porphyrin complex), and the tertiary structure of a subunit of hemoglobin is very
similar to that of myoglobin. However, the 02 binding process is quite different between
the two molecules. In hemoglobin, the 02 dissociation curve shows so called S-form
due to the allosteric effect, while in myoglobin the 02 dissociation curve is hyperbolic.
In hemoglobin, the present allosteric model proposes that the change ofthe quarternary
structure between T- and R-forms controls the 02 affinity The T- and R-forms have low
and high oxygen affinity, respectively. ii•i2
  The 02 affinity of myoglobin and hemoglobin has been studied experimentally from
mainly two perspectives: with regard to substitution of the amino acid residue3-5 and
substitution of heme itself by a similar modified heme (Fe-porphycene, Fe-azaporphyrin
etc.).i3-i7 The former studies concern the allosteric mechanism of hemoglobin.
Hemoglobin has 4 subunits connected each other by salt bridges, hydrogen bonds and
van der Waals interactions. Although there is no firm conclusion on the allosteric effect,
it is known that these interactions control the structure of the active site, heme, in
hemoglobin.ii'i2 Therefore, it is worth investigating how the structure change affects the
02 binding. In the latter studies, Hayashi.et al. reported that the replacement of heme
itself (Fe-porphyrin) by the modified heme (Fe-porphycene) in myoglobin had
extremely high 02 affinity (compared to the native myoglobin, more than 1,OOO
times).i6]i7 This result shows that the electronic structure ofthe active site itself is very
important in the 02 affinity. Therefore, quantum mechanical calculation on the active
site could draw important conclusion.
  The electronic structures ofoxyheme and deoxyheme have been theoretically studied
at several theoretical levels, moOld,i8 QrmM,i9=2i DFT using LsD schemes,22'24
cAsscF,25-27 cAspT228 and sAC!sAC-•CI29 calculations.30 These studies mainly
addressed the electronic structures ofoxyheme and deoxyheme but not the change in the
electronic structure during the 02 binding process. In this study, we focus the 02 binding
process. The electronic structures of oxyheme and deoxyheme and their stabilities are
rather subtle problems, because of the existence ef many possible spin states and the
electron correlations. Therefore, we will discuss these problems, comparing our
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calculations with severai theoretical studies,
  There are two importaRt aspects in the dioxygen binding process in the active site of
myoglobin and hemoglobin: the change in the spin state and the change in the structure
of heme.3i Intersystem crossing is necessary in the 02 binding process. The ground
states of deoxyheme and 02 molecule are in quintet (S=2) and triplet state (S :1),
respectively, and the total system is triplet. In oxyheme, the spin multiplicity becomes
low-spin singlet state (S=O) after the 02binding.32'33 A large structural change is also
seen in the 02 binding process. Oxyheme has the Fe atom in the same plane as the
porphyrin ring, while there are iarge deviations from the plane in the deoxyheme
(myoglobin: O.3-O.4 A, hemoglobin: o.s-o.6 A).3`'38
  In this study, we investigated these two aspects that could be important in the
reversible 02 binding process in myoglobin and hemoglobin. We studied the electronic
structure of oxy-ldeoxyheme and the potential energy surface for the 02 binding process
using the Density Functional Theory to understand how these factors control the oxygen
afflnity.
2. ComputationaR details
  We studied model systems: 02-Fe(II)-Porphin(Por)-Imidazole(Im) for oxyheme and
Fe(II)-Por-Im for deoxyheme (Fig. 1). DFT (UB3LYP) calculations were performed
with the following basis set and geometries using the Gaussian98 program package.39
The basis set used was 6-3lg* for Fe, O and pyrrole N atoms and 6-3lg for the other
     40atoms.
  To identify the spin-multiplicity of the ground state, we determined the
energy-minimum structure of deoxyheme in singlet, triplet and quintet states and
oxyheme in singlet and triplet states.
  Next, we calculated the potential energy surfaces of the 02 binding process in the
singlet and triplet states as functions oftwo reaction coordinatesi d (the deviation ofthe
Fe atorn from the porphyrin plane) and the distance R betweeR Fe and 02 (Fig. 1). We
selected 46 points which were placed at intervals of O.1 A for coordinate d and at
intervals ofO.2 A (or O.1 A near minimal point) about coordinate R. In this caiculation,
other atomic coordinates except for d and R were changed linearly between the
optimized geometry for the singlet state of oxyheme (02-binding state) and that for the
triplet state of oxyheme (dissociation limit). We first optimized the atomic coordinates
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for 02-binding state (Xbi.d) and dissociation limit (Xdi,). With a parameter X (OSXSI), the
atomic coordinates between the two structures were linearly defined as Eq.(4. 1). At each
point, the Fe--02 distance, R, was changed, keeping all other geometric pararneters fixed.
                          X= ZX,., +(1-,Z)X., (4.1)
  We later checked the relaxation effects on the potential energy surface and found that















                x lm
Fig.1 Illustration ofthe calculation model, Two reaction coordinates are defined: d (A)
(the deviation of Fe from the porphyrin plane) and R (A) (the distance between Fe and
dioxygen). In this figure, "Im" means imidazole and "por" means porphyrin ring.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Ground states of deoxyheme and oxyheme
  First, we investigated the geometries and electronic structures ofthe ground-state of
deoxyheme and oxyheme. Table I shows the optimized geometry and relative energy in
each spin multiplicity. The ground state of deoxyheme was calculated to be a quintet
state, and the triplet and singlet states locate O.67 kcallmol and 6.48 kcaYmol higher
than the quintet state, respectively. Although the energy difference among these states
are very small, the present conclusion agrees with the previous experimental study: in a
heme model, Fe(II)-OEP(OctaEthylPorphyrin)-(2-Melm),`i and the active sites of
myoglobin and hemoglobin protein3i'33, the ground-state spin-multiplicity is quintet.
  The optimized geometry ofthe quintet state is quite different from those ofthe triplet
and singlet states. In the quintet state, the Fe atom lies out ofthe porphyrin plane by d =
O.429 A, which is much larger than the cases ofthe triplet state (O. 190 A) and the singlet
state (O.201 A). The calculated geometry for the quintet state agrees with the results
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obtained by X-ray crystallographic data for both myoglobin and biomimetic
complexes,34"38 in which this deviation of Fe distributes around O.3-O.4 A (O.34 A for a
biomimetic deoxymyoglobin mode137). The electronic reason of the position of the Fe
atom is relevant to the occupation of the d.2.y2 orbital in the quintet state (the d.2.y2
orbital is unoccupied in the triplet and singlet states). Since the dx2.y2 orbital has
anti-bonding interaction with the ;one-pair of the pyrrole N in the porphyrin plane, the
out-of-plane position becomes stable. As shown in Table I, the dihedral angle, Pyr N -
Fe - Im N- Im C, of quintet deoxyheme (O.204 deg.) is different from those of triplet
(44.8 deg.) and singlet deoxyheme (44.9 deg.). In the quintet state, the d.2"y2 orbital
interacts with the x orbital ofimidazole, and this interaction results in the change ofthe
dihedral angle, The geometrical parameters agree reasonably well with those of a
biomimetic deoxymyoglobin model as shown in Table I,37
  The ground state of oxyheme is the singlet state, and the triplet state locates 8.36
kcal/mol higher than the singlet state. As shown in Table I, the optimized geometry of
the singlet state is in reasonable agreement with the experimental X-ray crystallographic
data for both myoglobin and biomimetic complexes.34'38 The Fe atom locates inside the
porphyrin-plane. The distance between Fe and 02 was 1.85 A. The O-O bond length
was 1.29 A, which is very close to free 02. In the triplet state, the Fe atom lies out of
porphyrin-plane by O.394 A. The Fe-O and O-O distance is 2.91 A and l.22 A,
respectively. The Fe-O distance ofthe triplet oxyheme is by 1.0 A larger than that ofthe
singlet oxyheme. The imidazole plane is parallel to the Fe-pyrrole N plane in contrast to
the 450-rotated structure in the singlet state. These results indicate that the eJectronic
structure of the triplet ground state is described as Fe(S=r•2) + 02(S==1): the electronic
structure ofthe Fe-Por-Im moiety is very close to that ofthe quintet state ofdeoxyheme,
Fe(S=2). Therefore, the triplet state of oxyheme does not bind 02 strongly, as we see in
section 3.2. Most theoretical and experimental studies suggested that the heme binds 02
in singlet ground state.i8'24'26'27'29 We will discuss the electronic structure of the 02
binding state in section 3.3 in more detail.
3.2 The potential energy surface for the 02 binding process
  We investigated the potential energy surface for the 02 binding process in triplet and
singlet states as functions of d and R (see Figure l) to understand the mechanism ofthe
02 binding.
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Table I. The optimized geometries and total energy ofdeoxyheme and oxyheme in each
spin state: for deoxyheme, the quintet state, triplet state and singlet state; for oxyheme,
the triplet state and singlet state. For deoxyheme, the total energy ofthe quintet state is
set at O.OO kcaYmol and for oxyheme, the total energy ofthe singlet state is set at O.OO
kcallmol.
Deoxyheme Oxyheme




  V'e - im N
  Fe- Pyr N
  Fe-O
  o-o
  Fe - Por plaiie
angle (degree)














































   89.6
   90.7
   89.5
118.1(i29-l33)
44.2
a The values in the parenthesis are the X-ray structural data for the biomimetic myoglobin model,37
b The values in the parenthesis are the X-ray structural data for the biomimetic oxymyoglobin mode138,
  As seen in Figure 2 (a), the potential energy surface of the niplet state is entirely
dissociative, In the dissociation limit, the total electronic structure is Fe(S=2) +
02(S :1): the ground states of deoxyheme (quintet state) and 02 (triplet state). The Fe
atem locates the out-of-plane position in the dissociation limit, as in the ground state of
deoxyheme. One exception is the case that the parameter d (distance from the porphyrin
plane) is fixed to around zero. The potential curve becomes slightly associative, even
though the binding energy is very small.
  On the other hand, the potential energy surface of the singlet state is entirely
associative. In the energy minimal structure, the Fe atom locates in the porphyrin plane.
We also found that the character ofthe potential curve depends on the parameter d. With
the Fe atom fixed around the porphyrin plane (d :O.O) the potential curve is highly
associative, while the curve becomes dissociative when the Fe atom is fixed at out of
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the plane.
  As explained in section 2, the structural parameters except for R and d were linearly
changed between the binding structure and the dissociation limit in calculating the
potential energy surfaces. We describe here the effect ofthe structural relaxation to the
potential surfaces. To confirm the results shown in Figure 2, we carried out geometry
optimization with fixed R and d at structures (i) near to 02 binding state (small R and
small d), (ii) near the dissociation limit (large R and large d), and (iii) intermediate
between them (middle R and middle d). First, there was no crucial difference between
the partially optimized and linearly changed structures in all cases (i-iii). Second, the
error in the potential surfaces due to the lack ofthe structure relaxation is expected to be
at most 1 kcallmol. Since we performed the optimization of all structural parameters for
both the binding state and dissociation limit, the linearly-changed structures around (i)
and (ii) would be reliable. For the structure around (iii), the energy change due to the
relaxation was calculated to be 1.08 kcaYmol in the singlet state, which was the worst
example in the examinations.
  Thus, two important conclusions are derived: av Heme binds 02 only in its singlet
state, because the potential surface is entirely associative. (2) The potential curve
becomes associative when the Fe atom locates close to theporphyrinplane, while ihe
potential curve changes into dissociative when the Fe atom 'lies out of the plane. The
former indicates the importance ofthe relativistic effect, spin-orbit interaction, in the 02
binding. The latter indicates that the 02 affTmity can be controlled by tuning the
geometry parameter d, the deviation ofthe Fe atom from the porphyrin ring. Table II
summarizes the oxygen affrmity in terms ofthe spin multiplicity and the deviation ofthe
Fe atom.
Table ll. 02 affinity of heme in single and triplet states and in different deviation ofthe
Fe atom.









































Fig.2 The potential energy surface in each spin state as a function of two reaction
coordinatesi d (A) (the deviation of Fe from the porphyrin plane) and R (A) (the
distance between Fe and dioxygen), A darker color shows greater stability.
3.3 The electronic structure and the 02 affinity
  The 02 affTinity is mainly controlled by (1) the spin multiplicity ofthe oxyheme and
(2) the deviation ofthe Fe atom from the porphyrin plane. We analyze these results from
the electronic structural view point.
  (1) Spin state: As shown in Table II, oxyheme has high 02 affinity only in the singlet
state, In the triplet state ofoxyheme, an unpaired electron occupies the Fe(d,2-,2) orbital,
9,6
while the electron is in the Fe(dy,) orbital as paired electron in the singlet state. This
would be one reason of the difference in the 02 affinity between the triplet and singlet
states. Since the Fe(d,2.y2) orbitai and the N(lone-pair) of pyrrole have anti-bonding
interaction, the Fe atom prefers to be out ofthe porphyrin plane, The electronic structure
ofthe Fe-Por-Im moiety is very similar to that ofdeoxyheme in the quintet state.
  (2) Deviation of the Fe atom from the porphyrin plane: Since the Fe(dz2) orbital
                       *forms 6-bond with the 02(z ) orbital, this orbital could be related to the dependency
between the 02 affinity and the position of the Fe atom. When the Fe atom locates
in-plane, the Fe(d,2) orbital cannot interact with the n orbitals ofthe porphyrin ring due
to symmetry. However, when the Fe atom locates out of plane, the Fe(d,2) orbital can
interact with the n orbital ofthe porphyrin ring due to the broken symmetry. This makes
the Fe(d,2) orbital stable because z-electron of the porphyrin flows into the Fe(d,2)
                                                       *orbital. Therefore, the interaction between the Fe(d,2) and the 02(n ) orbitals becomes
weaker.
Fig.3 The potential energy surface with the singlet state on the triplet state. A dark color
shows the singlet state surface and a bright color shows the triplet state surface. The
intersystem crossing area appears at d == O.2-O,4 A and R = 2.2-2.5 A.
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3.4 Intersystem crossing in the 02 binding process
  ln Figure 3, the singlet and triplet potential surfaces were compared. The ground state
ofoxyheme is singlet in the binding region, while triplet state is the ground state in the
dissociation limit. In addition, the potential surface of the triplet stat' e is entirely
dissociative. Therefore, intersystem crossing is indisPensable in the 02 binding process.
The interaction which allows the crossifig is the spin-orbit interaction. In this sense,
relativistic effect is essentially importantfor the 02 binding in the living bodies.
  Next, we analyze the potential energy surface with the singlet state upon the triplet
state, as shown in Fig. 3. There is a region where the intersystem crossing occurs. Since
the energy levels of single and triplet states become degenerate in this region, the spin
conversion is expected to happen easily, even though the spin-orbit interaction is very
small. The area of the crossing appears in the range d=O.2-O.4 A, and there is no
crossing in d=O.O-O.1 A. Since the 02 actual binding process occurs approximately
along the energy-minimum pathway, the actual intersystem crossing area would be
around d=O.2-O.3 A and R=2.2-2.5 A.
3.5 On the Reversible 02 binding
  To understand the 02 binding process, we extract energy-minimal 02 binging
pathway from Figure 3. As seen in Figure 4 (a), starting with the dissociation limit, the
system in triplet state reaches to the intersystem crossing point by climbing over an
energy barrier of 3.0 kcallmol. At the crossing point, the triplet state converts into the
singlet state due to the spin-orbit interaction. The system then proceeds to the 02
binding state on the singlet potential energy surface. Consequently, the system gains 8.4
kcallmol ofthe binding energy. In the 02 dissociation, the system in singlet state needs
11,4 kcallmol to reach the intersystem crossing region. After the spin state changes into
the triplet state, oxyheme releases 02 and reaches to the dissociation limit, If the 02
binding occurs only along the singlet surface, the activation energy would be
approximately 20 kcaYmol, which makes the 02 release process very diffTicult. In this
sense, the relativistic effect plays an important role in the reversible 02 binding.
  Using the calculated potential surface, we estimated the equilibrium constant for the
02 binding and compared with that of human myoglobin, Our result shown in Figure
4(a) might be close to the situation in human myoglobin, since myoglobin does not
show the allosteric effect.
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Fig.4 The one dimensional potential energy curve for the 02 binding for the singlet (the
dotted line) and triplet (the solid line), (i) Approximate energy-minimum potential
curve extracted from Figure 3. The intersystem-crossing occurs around d = O.2 - O.4 A.
(2, 3) The cross-section view ofthe Figure 3 at d==O.2 (2) and d= O.4 (3).
     A6 IXE
K=e RT Ase RT (4.2)
  In Eq. (4.2), we assume that the entropy effects are constant and estimate the
equilibrium constant from the binding energy (AE) instead of free energy (AG). The
theoretically estimated equilibrium constant obtained from Eq. (4.2) was 1.8Å~ 106 [M-i]
at 200C. The experimental value obtained for human myoglobin protein is 1.1Å~106
[M'i] at pH 7.o and 20"C.42 Although we did not consider the effects ofthe surrounding
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Table III. Spin population ofoxyheme in the 02 binding state,
the 02 dissociation limit
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protein, the estimated equilibrium constant is close to the experimental value. This may
indicate that the interaction between heme and 02 dominates the binding process more
than that with the surrounding protein residues.
  Next we examined a situation where an external confinement restricts the geometry:
An external force acts on the imidazole, and the Fe atom moves out of the porphyrin
ring. This was mimicked with the fixed parameter d. Figure 4(b) and (c) are
cross-section view ofthe Figure 3 at d == O.2 and O.4 A, respectively. In the case ofd :
O.2 A, the valley of the singlet-state potential curve becomes shallow, while there is
little change in the triplet-state potential curve, The activation energy for the 02
dissociation significantly decreased to about 5 kcallmol, Approximately 6 kcal/mol of
energy should be used for pulling the Fe-Imidazole moiety toward outside. In the case
of d = O.4 A, the potential curve for the singlet states tums to dissociative, while the
triple state shows only minor change in the potential curve. There is almost no energy
barrier to dissociate 02 molecule.
  In summary, owing to the relativistic effect, the spin-orbit interaction in this case,
heme obtains high reversibility in the 02 binding. When heme is free from the structural
confinement by the protein environment, it is natural for the system to go along the
energy-minimal pathway and to bind 02 with the activation barrier ofonly 3.0 kcal/mol,
as shown in Figure 4 (a). Change of the structural parameter d from in-plane to
out-of-plane significantly switches the singlet-state potential curve from associative to
disscociativey. When one assumes that heme has an external confinement forcing the
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Fe-Imidazole unit to be out ofthe porphyrin ring, oxyheme easily releases O
without large activation energy.
2 molecule
3.6 The electronic-structure of oxyheme and its changes during the 02 binding
  In this section, we describe the electronic structure of oxyheme in the 02 binding
process. Figure 5 illustrates the changes ofthe electronic structure. Table III shows the
spin population on each orbital and on each atom. In the 02 dissociation limit, the spin
multiplicity is triplet: heme and 02 are in quintet (S==2) and triplet (S=1) states,
respectively (Mulliken spin population: Fe:3.8825, 02:-1.9944).
  The 02 molecule approaches to the intersystem crossing point, and the spin
multiplicity converts into the singlet state. In this transition, an electron in the dx2.y2
orbital fiips its spin state and moves to the dyr. orbital. This is seen in Table III. The spin
population of the dx2.y2 orbital O.80 decreases to O.18 and, that of the dyn orbital O.95
decreases to O.35. The 02 molecule is still has two unpaired electron in this structure
(spin population on Fe and 02 is 1.77 and -1.69, respectively).
  Finally, the 02 molecule reaches to the binding state. Heme forms 6-bond between
the Fe(d,2) orbital and 02(z*;II) orbital, where n"ll denotes z" orbital parallel to the
mirror plane (yz-plane) of the molecule. In the binding state, there is no apparent
z-bond (z-back donation) between the Fe atom and 02 molecule. As shown in Figure 5,
the ground state of oxyheme is an open-shell singlet state: a biradical state having
unpaired elections in each Fe(d.) and 02(z'pÅ}) orbitals (Mulliken spin population:
                    *Å} *Fe;1,15, 02:-1.09). The n ' orbital denotes rc orbital perpendicular to the mirror plane
(yz plane) ofthe molecule. These two orbitals show little interaction each other, not like
the ground state of 03 molecule (a biradical electronic structure with singlet coupling).
Therefore, the electronic structure in the ground state of oxyheme is different from
Goddard mode143 and characterized as 6-bonding between Fe(d.2) orbital and 02(sc"'11)
and non-interacting unpaired electrons in Fe(d.,) and 02(z"Å}) orbitals.. The present
result is compared with the previous studies. The DFT studies using LSD schemes also
suggested an open-shell singlet ground state,22'24 which is the same as our results. In
contrast, the CASSCF study and the SACISAC-CI study suggested that the
Hartree-Fock configuration is the main configuration in the ground state, although the
weight of the Hartree-Fock configuration was rather small. These results indicates that
these strong configuration interaction describes the biradical electronic structure.26'27•29
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Fe(dxz) and Fe(dyz) orbitals are almost equivalent by the symmetry reason. However,
Fe(dy,) orbital is slightly lower than Fe(d,,,) orbital by the effect of imidazole and Fe-02
plane. Therefore, the state in which the Fe(dy,) orbital is occupied by two electrons is
more stable than that the Fe(d.,) orbital occupied by two electrons.
  We examifled the S2 values ofthe calculated wave functions. In deoxyheme, the S2
values ofthe quintet, triplet and singlet states were 6.0, 2.1, and O.O, respectively These
values are pure spin multiplicities in each spin state. In oxyheme, these values ofthe 02
dissociation limit (triplet i Fe(S=2) + 02 (S==1)) and the 02 binding state (singlet
Fe(S=112) + 02 (S=l12)) were 4,O and O.9, respectively. In the 02 dissociation limit
(triplet), the triplet and higher-spin state (septet) are degenerate. The S2 value i 4.0 is the
just median ofthe values ofthese two states (triplet : 2.0, septet i 6.0). In the 02 binding
state, as above-mentioned, the non-interacting unpaired electrons are left in Fe(d.) and
02(z"'5 orbitals. Therefore, the singlet and higher-spin state (triplet) are almost
degenerate. The S2 valueiO.9 is also the middle of these two states (singlet :O.O,
triplet : 2.0) the same as in the 02 dissociation limit. This is the drawback of the
single-determinant description for the biradical states. Even though the optimized
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structures agree well with the X-ray ones, more advanced method should be necessary
to confTirm the potential surfaces.
4. Conclusion
  We investigated the mechanism of the reversible 02 binding in heme by using
Density Functional Theoretical calculations. First, we optimized the geometries of
deoxyheme and oxyheme in their spin-multiplicities to determine the ground state.
  In deoxyheme, the ground state is the quintet state where the Fe atorn deviates greatly
from the porphyrin plane. In oxyheme, the ground state is the singlet state where the Fe
atom locates in the porphyrin plane. These results are in good agreement with
experimental findings. These facts indicate that the electronic structure ofthe active site
(heme) controls the geometry (planarity), rather than the surrounding protein effects.
  Next, we studied the potential energy surfaces as functions ofthe deviation ofthe Fe
atom from the porphyrin ring and the Fe••02 distance. The results indicate that the
potential energy surface is entirely associative in singlet state, while it is dissociative in
triplet state. The potential curve becomes associative when the Fe atom locates close to
the porphyrin plane, while the potential curve changes into dissociative when the Fe
atom lies out of the plane, This is because the large deviation of the Fe atom prevents 6
bond formation between the Fe atom and 02 molecule. Comparing the potential energy
surfaces of the singlet and triplet states, we found the intersystem crossing area (d:
O.2-O.3 A, R: 2.2-2.5 A), where the singlet and triplet states accidentally degenerate.
Thus, the 02 binding process proceeds from the triplet to the singlet states due to the
spin-orbit interaction. 'We applied the present potential surface to estimate the
equilibrium constant. The calculated 1.8Å~ I06 [M'i] is close to the experimental value
1.1 Å~ I06 [M"i], indicating that the 02 affinity is controlled by the electronic structure of
oxyheme rather than the surrounding protein effects.
  The transition probability by spin-orbit interaction is generally expected to be not so
large. However, for the living bodies to survive, the intersystem crossing should be
easily accomplished. Therefore, the 02 binding reaction pathway should be firm and
stable. It would be interesting to say that the relativistic effect works every time when
we breathe.
  We also studied the potential curve of the 02 binding with the parameter d fixed to
O.2 and O.4 A. Although the triplet state was insensitive to the parameter d, the singlet
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state shows significant changes in the potential curve. With the larger d, the potential
curve becomes shallower. At d == O.4 A, the potential curve becomes dissociative. These
results indicate that the change of d, the deviation of the Fe atom from the porphyrin
ring, would be important reaction coordinate which controls the 02 affinity.
  Change ofthe electronic structure during the binding process was also studied. In the
02 dissociation iimit, the whole system in the triplet state includes heme in the quintet
state and dioxygen in the triplet state. When 02 approaches to heme and arrives at the
intersystem crossing point, the spin state of the system changes from the triplet state to
the singlet state by the spin--orbit coupling, so the spin state of heme moiety becomes
the triplet state. The Fe(d.) and Fe(d.2) orbitals are SOMO in the triplet state. When the
02 further approaches to heme and arrives at the 02 binding state, 6 bond is formed
                                               *between the Fe(d,2) orbital ofthe Fe atom and the 02 (z ) orbital of dioxygen, while
there is no strong z bond. The electronic structure of 02 binding state is an open-shell
singlet state, namely a biradical state with singlet coupling, in which both the d. orbital
ofFe and the one n orbital ofdioxygen have non-zero spin density distribution. There
                                                                *is a strong 6 bond, but no z bond formed between the d.. orbital ofFe and the z orbital
of dioxygen. Therefore, the electronic structure of the 02 binding state is a biradical
state with non-interacting singlet coupling, which is different from that ofozone.
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Chapter 5
On the 02 Binding of Fe-Porphyrin, Fe-Porphycene
  and Fe-Corrphycene Complexes
Abstract:
  Based on our previous study for the 02 binding of the Fe-Por complex, this study
investigates the 02 binding mechanism in the Fe--porphyrin isomers, Fe-porphycene
(FePc) and Fe-corrphycene (FeCor) complexes. By calculating the potential energy
surface ofthe 02 binding, the present study explains the reason for the dramatic increase
of 02 aflrinities observed in the FePc complex. In the case of FeCor-02, the 02 bindifig
process includes the intersystem crossing from triplet to singlet state, as in FePor-02
complex. However, FePc-02 uses only singlet surface. This is because the ground state
ofFePc complex in the deoxy state is triplet state, while those ofFePor and FeCor are
quintet states. Such difference originates from character of the SOMO. We estimated
equilibrium constants for the 02 binding, which reasonably reproduced the trends
observed in the experiments.
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1. Introduction
  Hemoglobin and myogiobin play important roles in our daily life through the
transport and storage of 02. These processes have been studied in detail both
theoretically and experimentally.i-iO Hemoglobin and myoglobin are well-known heme
proteins. They are also usefu1 for engineering applications.ii-26 To understand and
control their functions, myoglobin has been subjected to extensive modifications. They
are classified into two categoriesi amino-acid mutationii'i5 and replacements of the
protoporphyrin by artificial porphyrin isomers.i6"26 The former approach is mainly
suitable for regulating delicate physiological reactions. In contrast, the latter approach is
expected either to improve its functions or to introduce new functions, since the active
center itself is replaced by another one. Several modified myoglobins have been
experimentally realized using the latter approach. For example, the protoporphyrin has
been replaced by aza-porphyrln, diaza-porphyrin, tetra-aza porphyrin, porphycene,
COrrphycene, etc.16-22
  Among the interesting properties that the reconstituted myoglobins exhibit, we
panicularly focus on the 02 binding property. Hayashi et. al. reported that the
replacement ofporphyrin by porphycene in myoglobin had extremely high 02 afErinity,
which is by more than 1000 times higher than that of the native myoglobin.i9'20 This
finding indicates a possibility to realize tailor-made functional protein.20 In contrast,
Neya et. al. reported that the replacement by corrphycene lowered the O 2 affinity (about
lllOO times).2i'22 These dramatic changes were introduced only by the substitution of
the porphyrin ring. Porphycenei9'20 and corrphycene2i'22 are porphyrin isomers that have
(2,O,2,O) and (2,1,O,1) carbon atoms between each pyrrole rings, respectively, as shown
in Figure 1. These isomers interact to the Fe atom in different ways, and the electronic
structures could be unique among the reconstituted heme. In this case, a theoretical
study would provide important information about the electronic-structure basis to
understand the 02 affmity. It would be difficult only by the experimental studies to
conclude which factor controls the 02 binding properties.
  In our previous study,27 we investigated the electronic mechanism ofthe reversible 02
binding by heme (FePor). For the 02 binding process, we found that the spin state was
primarily important, Out-of-plane deviation of the Fe atom from the porphyrin plane
was also an important factor, Our conclusion for oxyheme is as follows. (i) The
potential energy surface of the lowest singlet state is associative, while that of the
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FePor(l,l,l,l)
FePc (2- ,O,2 ,O) FeC or (.Ot• ,1 ,O,1)
Fig.1 Structures of Fe-porphyrin (FePor), Fe-porphycene (FePc) and Fe-corrphyceRe
(FeCor) complexes. Porphyrin has (1,1,1,1) carbons, porphycene has (2,O,2,O) carbons
and corrphycene has (2,l,O,1) carbons between pyrrole rings. The numbers in the
parenthesis, (ni.ii, nii-iii, nm.iv, niv-i) are number ofthe carbon atoms between the pyrrole
rings. The "ni.ii", "nii.m", `Cnm-iv", and "niv.i" denotes the nurnber ofthe carbon atoms
between the ringsI and II, II and III, III and IV, and IV and I, respectively.
lowest triplet state is dissociative. (ii) The Fe atom locates in-plane in the singlet state,
while that is out-of-plane in the triplet state. (iii) The 02 binding process obviously
include intersystem crossing from triplet to singlet states. (iv) This crossing requires
relativistic spin-orbit interaction. (v) Owing to such intersystem crossing, the activation
energies for both 02 binding and dissociation become moderate and hence reversible,
(vi) The electronic structure of the ground state of the oxyheme would be open singlet
state.
  In this study, we have extended our previous study to the
Fe(II)-porphycene-Imidazole (FePc) and Fe-corrphycene-Imidazole (FeCor) isomers
and clarified the potential surfaces of the 02 binding processes. Based on these
calculations, a reasonable explanation has been given to the previous experimental
results. In sections 3.1 and 3.2, the electronic and molecular structures of the
deoxy-states and oxy-states are discussed, respectively. In section 3.3 and 3.4, the
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potential energy surfaces and the 02 binding processes are discussed. In section 3.5, we
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Fig.2 The computatienal model and the two reaction coordinates, "d" (the deviation of
the Fe atom from the ring plane) and "R" (the distance between Fe and 02). The "Im",
"Por", "Pc", and "Cor" denote imidazole, porphyrin, porphycene and corrphycene rings,
respectively.
2. Computational details
  DFT (UB3LYP) calculations were performed with the Gaussian98 program
package.28 The heme model used in this study is 02-Fe(II)-X-Imidazole complex.27 For
FePor, FePc, and FeCor, "X" is porphin, porphycenes, and corrphycene, respectively.
The basis sets for the Fe, O and pyrrole N atoms were 6-3lg" set.29 The rest of atoms
are treated by 6-3 lg set for the other atoms.29
  To determine the electronic structure ofthe ground states, we performed the geometry
optimizations both for oxy- and deoxy-complexes. Then, we calculated the
two-dimensional potential energy surfaces ofthe 02 binding process in the singlet and
triplet states. The reaction coordinates are (i)the deviation of the Fe atom from the ring
plane and (ii)the distance between Fe and 02. These two reaction coordinates are
referred as CCd" and "R", respectively. See Fig. 2 for the graphical representations. We
calculated 46, 38 and 46 points on the potential surface for FePor, FePc and FeCor,
respectively. The intervals are O.1 and O.2 A for the coordinates d and R. respectively.
For the R, a finer grid ofO.1 A interval was taken near minimal point. In this calculation,
other atomic coordinates except for d and R were changed linearly between the
optimized geometry for the 02 binding states and that for 02 dissociation limit. We first
optimized the atomic coordinates for 02 binding state (Xbi.d) and 02 dissociation limit
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(Xdi,). With a parameter X (O{Xgl), the atomic coordinates between the two structures
were linearly defined as Eq. (5. 1),
                          X= ZX,., +(l-A)X,,, (5.1)
In each geometry, the Fe-02 distance, R. was changed without changing all other
geometric parameters. Although the other structural parameters were not optimal in
terms of the energy, the structural relaxation gave only minor changes to the potential
surface as described in section 3.2 ofthe previous paper.27
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Ground states of the deoxy complexes: Electronic structure and geometry
  The spin-multiplicity and the geometry ofthe deoxy complexes were determined by
the geometry optimization in each spin multiplicity. Table I shows some important
structural parameters and relative energies ofthe complexes.
  The ground state of FePor was calculated to be a quintet state.27 The triplet and
singlet states located by O.67 and 6.48 kcallmol higher than the quintet state,
respectively. The optimized geometry ofthe quintet state was quite different from those
ofthe triplet and singlet states. In the quintet state, the deviation ofthe Fe atom from the
ring plane was O.421 A, which was rriuch larger than the case of the triplet (O.190 A)
and the singlet states (O.201 A). The calculated geometry for the quintet state is in good
agreement with the experimental X-ray crystallographic data27 for myoglobin and a
biomimetic complexes.30nt34
  For FeCor, the ground state was also a quintet state as in FePor. The energy gaps
between the quintet state and the other states were, however, larger than the case of
FePor. The Fe atom dislocation was O.513 A, which was larger than that of the triplet
(O,2l3 A) and singlet states (O.224 A).
  On the other hand, the ground state ofFePc was calculated to be a triplet state. The
quintet and singlet states lay by 4.70 and 9.97 kcallmol higher than the triplet state,
respectively. Moreover, the Fe atom deviation was not so significant (O.260 A), which
was clearly different from the case ofFePor (O.421 A). The triplet (O.23l A) and singlet
(O.233 A) states showed similar deviations to the case ofFePor as shown in Table I,
  Among these three complexes, the optimized geometries and stabilities ofthe quintet
states shows characteristic feature. To figure out the reason, we analyzed the orbital
energy of the complexes in the quintet state as shown in Figure 3, The orbitals shown
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Table I. The optimized geometries and total energies ofthe deoxy complexes in quintet,
tri let and sin let state. The total ener of round state is taken as O.OO kcallmol.
FePer FePc FeCor
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                                              *are characterized as Fe(d-orbital), Ring(z), and Ring(z ) of porphyrin. The orbital
energy in in-plane (d=O.O) and out-of-plane geometries are also compared.
  Based on the diagram, the character of the highest singly-occupied MO (HSOMO)
explains why the Fe atom in FePor and FeCor prefer out-of-plane position. The
                                                                     *HSOMO ofFePor and FeCor is the Fe d.2.y2 orbital, while that ofFePc is Ring(z )
orbital. Since the Fe d.2.y2 orbital has anti-bonding character with the lone-pair ofthe
pyrrole N, the dx2.y2 orbital becomes significantly stable when the Fe atom is in the
out-of-plane position. The amount of the stabilization is 49.8 and 41.6 rnH for FePor
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Fig.3 Molecular orbital energy diagram of the deoxy complexes in the quintet states.
The results for the two structures, in-plane (d=:O.O) and out-of-plane, are compared.
position in quintet state ofFePor and FeCor.
  In contrast, the HSOMO of FePc is Ring(z') orbital. The Ring(z) and Ring(a')
orbitals originates from the four-orbitals of the porphyrin,35'36 The energy levels of
     *Ring(n ) orbitals are very close each other in FePor, because of the symmetry. However,
in FePc, one of Ring(z') orbital is significantly more stable than the other. This is
related to the orbital energy ievels ofC2oH2o2' perimeter model as clearly explained by a
previous study.37'38 As a result, the lowest quintet state ofFePc has unpaired electron in
             *one ofthe Ring(z ) orbital, not in the Fe dx2.y2 orbital. This is clearly different from the
case of FePor and FeCor. In other word, FePc has a radical in the porphycene ring, and
ll3
the Fe atom is in quartet state (Fe(S =312) + Pc(S=112)). In contrast, FePor and FeCor
have Fe(II) ion in the quintet state (Fe(S=2) + Por(S=O)). Therefore, FePc cannot be
stable even when Fe atom is in the out-of-position. The amount of the stabilization is
8.1 mH (49,8 and 41.6 mH for FePor and FeCor, respectively).
  Another remarkable orbital is dsy orbital, which is the lowest energy d-orbital of Fe
atom for FePor and FePc. However, in FeCor, since the ring plane is distorted
(symmetry broken), day orbital interacts to the lone-pair of the pyrrole N with
anti-bonding character. As a result, this orbital is destabilized in in-plane geometry but
stabilized in out-of plane geometry (the same reason for the stabilization of dx2.y2
orbital). In contrast, in FePor and FePc, the anti-bonding interactions vanishes, since the
ring planes have high symmetry. The arnount of the stabilization is 5.2, -4.4 and 40.7
mH for FePor, FePc and FeCor, respectively As a result, the quintet state of FeCor
becomes more stable than that ofFePor in out-of-plane geometry.
3.2 Ground states of the oxy-complex: Electronic structure and geometry
  Next, we investigated the geometry and electronic structures of the ground state of
the oxy-complexes. Table II shows the optimized geometry and the relative energies in
each spin multiplicity,
  The ground states ofthe oxy-complex, FePor, FePc, and FeCor, were calculated to be
a singlet states. There was no remarkable difference in the optimized geometries among
the complexes in the single ground state. The Fe atom located in-plane position, and the
deviations were calculated to be almest O.O A. The Fe-02 and O-O distances were about
1.85 and 1.29 A, respectively. The electronic structures of the oxy--complexes in the
ground state were also very similar. As shown in the previous paper,27 the Fe d,2 and the
02 z" orbital interacts and compose 6-bonding orbital. There is no apparent z-bonding
orbital. Therefore, the electronic structure of the oxy-complexes is biradical characterJ
spin population in the Fe d., and the other z" orbital. Thus, there were no large
differences regarding either the optimized geometry or the electronic structure among
any ofthe complexes.
  On the other hand, the triplet states located higher than that of the singlet states by
8.36, 13.8, and 6.54 kcallmol for FePor-02, FePc-02 and FeCor-02, respectively. The
Fe-02 and O-O distances were very close among the complexes. One characteristic
feature was that the Fe atom located out of plane by O.394, O.256, and O.468 A in
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Table ll. The optimized structural parameters and total energies of the oxy-complexes-
in the triplet and singlet states. The total energy ofthe singlet state is taken to be O.OO
kcallmol for all complexes
FePor-02 FePc-02 FeCor-07
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FePor-02, FePc-02 and FeCor-02 complexes, respectively. Compared with FePor-02
and FeCor-02, the out-of-ring deviation was small in FePc-02. The amount of the
deviation is related to the structure of the deoxy-complexes in its ground state. The
out-of-ring deviation was O.429, O.231, and O.513 A in FePor, FePc, and FeCor
complexes, respectively. This is because the electronic structures ofthe triplet states can
be described as the combination of the deoxy-complex and 02 in their ground-states.
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They are described as Fe(S==2) + 02(S :1) for FePor-02 and FeCor-02 and Fe(S=1) +
02(S=1) for FePc-02. This fact explains the reason why the triplet state of FePc--02 is
unstable compared with those of FePor-02 and FeCor-02 and why the out-of-ring
deviation ofthe Fe atom is small for FePc-02.
3.3 The potential energy surfaces for the 02 binding processes
  To understand the mechanism of02 binding, we studied the potential energy surfaces
in the 02 binding for the singlet and triplet states. Figure 4 shows the potential energy
surfaces for the singlet and triplet states. See Figure 2 for the reaction coordinate,
"d" and "R",
3.3.1 The potential energy surface for FePor-02 and FeCor-02 complex
  For FePor•-02, the details have been described in the previous paper.27 As shown in
Figure 4, the potential energy surface of the singlet state is associative over the entire
surface. In contrast, the triplet surface is dissociative over the entire area. Since the
FePor moiety becomes the quintet ground state in the 02 dissociation limit, the Fe atom
locates in the out-of-plane position. The potential surface clearly shows that the 02
binding requires the intersystem crossing from triplet to singiet state. The crossing
region would be around d=O.2-O.3 A, R=2.2-2.5 A. The 02 binding process should
include the intersystem crossing region to reach the singlet 02 binding state.
  The 02 binding potential surface for the FeCor-02 complex resembles that for
FePor-02. The ground state is singlet in the 02 binding state and changes into triplet
state in the dissociation limit. There is intersystem-crossing region around d==O. 1-O.2 A
and R==2.1-2.S A, Therefore, the 02 binding process would be very similar to that of
FePor-02,
3.3.2 The potential energy surface for FePc-02 complex
Next, we explain the potential energy surface ofthe porphycenes complex, As seen in
Figure 4, the potential energy surface ofthe singlet state is associative, and that of the
triplet state is dissociative. This is the same feature generally seen in the porphyrin
isomer complex. However, the important difference in the Pc case is that the singlet
state is more stable than the triplet state in the dissociation limit. This is because the
ground state of the deoxy complex is triplet, not quintet as the case of porphyrin and
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Fig.4 The potential energy surfaces of FePor-02, FePc-02,
singlet and triplet states. The intersystem crossing could occur around d=O.2-O.3 A and
R=2,2-2.5 A in FePor02 and around d=O.1-O,2 A and R=2,1-2.5 A in FeCor-02. There
is no intersystem crossing region in the FePc-02 potential surface.
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    and FeCor-02 in the lowest
02(S=1)) in the 02 dissociation limit. The FePc-02 complex is also singlet after the 02
binding as described in section 3.2, Therefore, the 02 binding process does not require
intersystem-crossing, In this sense, the mechanism of 02 binding in the FePc-02
complex is fundamentally different from that in the FePor-02 and FeCor-02 complexes.
3.4 The 02 binding mechanism
  As shown in Figure 5, we extracted the energy--minimum pathway along the 02
binding process from the potential surface. For FePor-02, the details have been reported
in the previous paper,27 In the 02 binding process, the complex reaches the intersystem
crossing point on the triplet potential energy surface after climbing the energy barrier of
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  ding along the energy minimum pathway. The solid
) denote the triplet and singlet states, respectively,
formed. The overall reaction energy is 8,4 kcallmol. In the 02 dissociation precess, the
system needs 11.4 kcallmol to reach the intersystem-crossing point.
  The potential curve of the FeCor-02 as shown in Figure 5 is very similar to that of
FePor-02. The activation energy for the 02 binding is 6,5 kcallmol, and the reaction
energy is 6.5 kcallmol as binding energy. In the 02 dissociation, the energy barrier is
calculated to be 13.0 kcallmol.
  In contrast, FePc-02 complex only uses the singlet surface for the 02
bindingldissociation without spin conversion. The binding energy is 10.7 kcallmol. The
02 binding process has no energy banier. We note that our calculations included only
the 02-Fe-Porphycene-Imidazole and the 02 binding would be barrier-less within the
complex. In the actual system, the pathway to the heme might include some energy
barrier due to van der waals interactions between 02 and the protein residues.
  The 02 binding energy ofthe FePc-02 complex is the largest, and that ofFeCor-02 is
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the smallest of the three porphyrin isomers. This tendency qualitatively explains the
experimental fact that the FePc reconstituted heme exhibits very high 02 binding
affinityi9'20 and the FeCor one shows only small 02 binding affinity,2i'22
3.5 On the equilibrium constant of 02 binding
  Using the calculated potential surfaces, we estimated the equilibrium constant for the
02 binding in each complex and compared with the experimental results observed in
human myoglobin and its reconstituted ones.
                                  AG AE
                             K=e RT rue"T (5.2)
In Eq. (5.2), we assumed that the entropy effects were constant and used the binding
energy (AE) instead of free energy (AG). The theoretically estimated equilibrium
constants obtained from eq.(2) and the experimental valuesi9-22 are compared in Table
III. The theoretically estimated value of FePor--02 is 1.8Å~ 106 [M'i] at 20 OC, which is
close to the experimental value 1.1Å~106 [M-i] at 20 OC. FQr FePc-02, our estimation is
7.0Å~107 [M-i] at 25 OC and is around 50 times larger than that for FePor-02. The
experimental value is 1.1Å~109 [M'i] at 25 OC, which is around 1000 times larger than
                                                                     'natural myoglobin including FePor-02. 0ur estimation shows the same tendency
observed in the experiment, which indicates that the FePc02 moiety of the heme
explains the large ponion ofthe high 02 affTinity in the reconstituted myoglobin.i9'20 For
FeCor-02, the theoretical and experimental values at 20 OC are 7.0Å~lo4 [MJi] and
1,5Å~ 104 [M"i], respectively. The theoretical estimation decreases and reproduced the
small 02 affmity seen in the experiment,2i-22
  The present estimations for the equilibrium constant reasonably agrees to the trend
observed in the experiments for three isomers.2i-22 The active site of the complex,
especially the potential energy surface, should play important roles in the 02 binding.
Therefore, the present results could be a reasonable explanation for the experimental
findings.19'22
4. Conclusion
  There are several porphyrin isomers, porphycene and corrphycene. They were used
for the alternative to the porphyrin in myoglobin. Such reconstituted myoglobins show
singular 02 affinity which is quite different from the native myogiobin. We theoretically
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Table llI. Equilibrium constants estimated by the reaction energy. The experimental
values are also shown for the com arison.




1.8Å~ 106(2o oc )
7.0Å~ 107(2s oc )
7,oÅ~ lo4(2o ac )
1.IÅ~ 106 (2o oc )
1.1 Å~ 109 (2s oc )
1.5Å~ lo4 (2o oc )
investigated the mechanism of 02 binding to FePor, FePc and FeCor complexes using
the Density Functional Theory calculations.
  First, the ground state of the deoxy and oxy complexes were determined. In deoxy
complexes, the ground states of both FePor and FeCor are quintet states, and the Fe
atom significantly deviates from the ring plane. In contrast, the ground state ofFePc is
triplet state, and the Fe atom shows moderate deviation from the ring plane. In the
quintet states, the dx2.y2 orbital (SOMO) is stabilized when the Fe atom locates the
out-of-plane positions. This is because the dx2.y2 orbital has anti-bonding character
between the Fe d.2.y2 and the porphyrin x orbitals. However, the dx2-y2 orbital is not
occupied in the quintet state of FePc. Instead, the porphycene's Ring(x") orbital
becomes SOMO. Therefore, the quintet state ofFePc is not stabilized as those ofFePor
and FeCor. This is the electronic-structural origin of the high 02 afflinity in the
porphycenes reconstituted myoglobin. In the oxy compiexes, the ground states were
calculated to be the singlet states for all complexes, and the Fe atom locates in-plane
position. There are no large differences in the optimized geometries and the electronic
structures among the isomers. The electronic structures ofthe triplet states are Fe(S==2)
+ 02(S :1), and the Fe-Ring-•Im moieties are very close to that of the quintet states in
deoxy complexes.
  Next, we investigated the potential energy surfaces for the 02 binding. In all
complexes, the potential energy surfaces ofthe singlet state are associative, while they
are dissociative for the triplet states. For FePor-02 and FeCor-02, there is the
intersystem crossing regions between the singlet and triplet states. This area is also the
transition state in the 02 binding pathway. Therefore, the 02 binding process for both
FePor-02 and FeCor-02 includes the intersystem crossing. In contrast, for FePc-02, the
triplet state is more unstable than the singlet state, and there is no crossing between the
two surfaces. Therefore, the 02binding ofthe FePc-02 complex proceeds only on the
singlet surface. There is no energy barrier in the 02 binding. These potential surfaces
qualitatively explain the 02 affmity observed in the experiments.
120
We discussed the 02 affinities by estimating the equilibrium constant. The theoretical
estimation reproduced the trend of the experimental equilibrium constant. This result
also indicate that the potential energy surface reasonably expiains major part ofthe 02
affinities, FePc-02 År FePor-02 År FeCor-02, observed in the experiments.
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